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GED recipients are more likely to have full time
employment than people who just drop out of school.
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Come on in and let us help you earn your GED! We are at 92 Chestnut
St. in Murray.
Give us a call: 270 759-5525, we'd love to help you!
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Child
receives
life saving
transplant
Special to the Ledger
This time of year, toy stores
are crammed with loving parents, aunts, uncles and grandparents trying to find the perfect
gift for their favorite little ones.
Last Christmas season, Jace's
mom was praying she would
have her son long enough make
Christmas memories. She
dreamed of having the opportunity simply see him walk, watch
him open Christmas gifts, sing
songs and enjoy holiday treats.
Jace was born in May 2014.
Five days later, his mom
thought he had a virus and took
him to the doctor. Before she
knew it. Jace was being rushed
to Kosair Children's Hospital in
heart failure. Kosair saved his
life with his first open heart surgery as just an infant. That's
where Jace's mom and dad,
Lacey & Cody Riley, would
learn the news of their son's ailment.
"He was born with half a
heart. But that half a heart,stole
all of mine," Lacey said.
The Riley family was told
that a heart transplant was the
only cure to save their son.
They assumed this surgery
would happen in just a few
weeks. However, as many
patients on the transplant waiting list learn, there is a critical

By MORGAN WILLIAM
Staff Writer

0- See TRANSPLANT Page 2
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At this they tried to seize
him, but no one laid a hand
on him, because his time had
not yet come. Still, many in
the crowd put their faith in
him. They said, "When the
Christ comes, will he do
more miraculous signs than
this man?"
John 7:30-31
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Santa Visit
Abby Brown, 5, tells Santa Claus what she wants for Christmas at his house in Murray's
Downtown Court Square on Sunday afternoon. Abby, who came to see Santa with her
mom, Carol Brown, said one of the items she asked Santa for was a bike.

The holidays can be hard to swallow for a lot of people. Many
Americans often fall prey to the increased stress and high emotional expectations that the season brings.
The holiday blues can happen to anyone, but should or can this
combination of sadness and stress be classified as holiday depression? Or is it simply a myth?
According to the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention,the
idea that suicide rates peak in the holiday season is false. Suicide
rates actually peak in spring, with the lowest rates in the month of
December.
Dr. Angie Trzepacz, Director of University Counseling Services at
Murray State University, commented that the assumed correlation
between suicide and depression might be misleading.
"Many studies have shown that the highest risk for suicide is when
people are starting to feel a little bit better, because that is when they
have enough energy to act on their suicidal thoughts. So,lack of suicidal behavior does not equal an absence of clinical depression,"
said Trzepacz.
"In general, I don't think I would call holiday depression a myth,
but more of an exaggeration. Many people who already have a tendency toward depression will be triggered by the demands of the
holidays or the change in their routine. Many people who do not
have supportive families will be negatively affected by having to
spend extra time with their families,or by comparing their family to
the perfect happy families portrayed by the media."
The holiday blues, what is often confused with the term holiday
depression, is usually not treated as clinical depression.
"Major depression has certain specific criteria and diagnostics.
most people(who are said during the holidays) are not likely to meet
those criteria," said Dr. Jacob Muehleman,a clinical psychologist in
Murray."A large number of factors go into these badfeelings during the holidays: the weather,time change,lower activity levels. All
of these factors increase the chance of mood problems."
Trzepacz gave a similar response.
"Many people experience the winter "blahs" when it is too dark
and cold to be active, but this is not the same as clinical depression,"
said Trzepacz. "In addition, many people get sad or anxious or lonely or irritated or frustrated over the holidays, but for most of them it
does not qualify as clinical depression."
"During the holidays people also feel a disparity between what
they feel emotionally and what we think we 'should' feel,"
Muehleman said."There is also a lot of pressure put on relationships
during this time of year."
Ten to 20 percent of Americans experience mild seasonal affective
disorder, known as SAD.
People with SAD suffer from clinical depression that is a result of
their personal biology and environmental conditions while the holiday blues is often contextual, according to Psychology Today.
Y. See DEPRESSION Page 2
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Children showed Christmas spirit during annual center's program
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Christmas spirit was in the air on Sunday evening as about 30
children presented songs, skits and readings during the Main
Street Youth Center's annual Christmas program,called "It's the
Most Wonderful Time of the Year."
MSYC board member Rosa Hudspeth said she's happy to be a
part of it.
"It's all about the children and about trying to get a feel of the
Christmas spirit," she said.
Sunday evening's Christmas program was also a fundraiser for
the youth center, she said.
"It's the first year we used it as fundraiser for the center; last
year we were trying to see how (it would be received)."
Hudspeth said.
The center welcomed donations at the event. Hudspeth said
individuals, local organizations and local businesses also donated the snacks and refreshments for the children after the event.
"This year's event was even bigger than last year's," she said.
Katrina Hammonds, who had a 6-year-old son in the show,
said she was looking forward to seeing the children and youth
perform.
See YOUTH Paige 5
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DEBBIE BATTEIGER/Ledger & Times
Kyson Reed, Trace Reed, Breyden Bradley, Anton Hammonds and Jayce Curtis spelled out
Jesus' name during a skit performed at the Main Street Youth Center's Christmas program
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'Star Wars' blasts opening weekend record with $238 million

WEATHER

TODAY

TOMOIMOW

Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Today: Showers likely.
Cloudy, with a high near 59.
South wind 8 to 16 mph,
with gusts as high as 23
mph. Chance of precipitabon is 70%.
Tonight: Showers likely.
Cloudy, with a low around
51. South wind 5 to 8 mph
becoming calm after midnight. Chance of precipitation is 60%.
Tuesday: A chance of
showers, with thunderstorms also possible after
noon. Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 64. Calm wind

becoming southeast 5 to 7
mph in the morning. Chance
of precipitation is 30%.
Tuesday Night: A 50 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Cloudy, with
a low around 61. South wind
6 to 10 mph.
Showers
Wednesday:
likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Cloudy, with a
high near 67. South wind 9
to 14 mph, with gusts as
high as 24 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 70%.
Wednesday
Night:
Showers
likely.
Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 53.
Southwest wind 8 to 14
mph, with gusts as high as
22 mph.
Thursday: A slight chance
of showers. Partly sunny,
with a high near 65.
Southwest wind 6 to 8 mph
becoming west northwest in
the afternoon.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 49.
Northwest wind around 6
mph becoming east after
midnight.

KSP gives
Beetle released
back to area in KY to save
kids in need hemlock trees
WINCHESTER,Ky.(AP) —
this season Officials
say predatory beetles

Special to the Ledger
have been released into the
HICKORY, Ky. - The
Daniel Boone National Forest
Kentucky
State
Police in an effort to save its hemlock
Professional
Association trees.
District 1 conducted it's annual
A statement from the U.S.
"Shop with a Trooper" Forest Service and the
(S.W.AT.) program on Dec. 17. Kentucky Division of Forestry
This program is designed to says the beetles were released
assist children in need during Tuesday on forest land in
Christmas season.
Laurel County. The beetles are
Ninety-two children, their natural predators for the hemfamilies, and over 100 volun- lock woolly adelgid (ah-DEL'teers from KSP Troopers, KSP jid), an invasive insect that has
CVE Officers, KSP dispatchers, devastated hemlock forests
KSP family members,Mayfield throughout the eastern U.S.
Police
Department,
City
Kentucky
Division
of
Northside Baptist Christian
Forestry
Director
Leah
School, Northside Baptist MacSwords says the beetles eat
Church and Mayfield Lions only adelgids and will help
Pizza was provided to everyane control "one of the biggest
courtesy of Papa John's Lone 'insect threats to Kentucky's
Oak store.
forests." The state has more
After dinner, the volunteers than 83 million eastern hemassisted the children in their lock trees.
shopping at the Wal-Mart in
The statement says officials
Mayfield. Their shopping lists think the number of beetles will
consisted of several items decrease as its food source
including coats, pants, shirts, diminishes.
shoes, hats, gloves and toys.
KSPPA District 1 would like
to thank all private and corporate donors which made the
event possible. Without the
help of these generous individuals, Christmas would not be
possible for these families.•
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — To
say that the force is strong with
this one is an understatement.
"Star Wars: The Force
Awakens" brought in a galactic
$238 million over the weekend,
making it the biggest North
American debut of all time
according to studio estimates on
Sunday.
The Walt Disney Co. earnings
destroy the previous opening
record set by Universal's
"Jurassic World," which drew
$208.8 million this summer.
Internationally, the film
brought in $279 million, bringing its global gross to $517 million — second only to "Jurassic
World's" global bow of $525
million. But the dinosaurs had
the added benefit of China —
"Star Wars" won't open there
until Jan. 9.
This is just the latest in a laundry list of records set by JJ.
Abrams'film, the seventh in the
franchise, which had analysts
anticipating a debut anywhere
from $150 million to $300 million.
The "X-factor" was quality.
While "The Force Awakens"
drew enormous pre-sales, the
film was kept under lockdown
from the press and critics until
mere days before it was released
to the public. Reviews turned
out to be stellar (95 percent on
Rotten Tomatoes), as did early
audience reaction, who gave the
film an A CinemaScore.
Rentrak's
Senior
Media
Analyst Paul Dergarabedian
said that's the key element that

may push the film to the $2 billion mark by the end of its run.
Many are already going back for
a second helping.
"The enthusiasm has really
turned into a cultural event,"
said Dave Hollis, Disney's executive vice president of theatrical
distribution. "It's unbelievable."
"It feels historic. The marketing team has embarked on a
two-plus year journey to create
this event feel," Hollis added.
"It's hard to think you could
replicate this, but never say
never."
Males overwhelmingly drove
the astronomical earnings,comprising 58 percent of the audience.
"Many of the bigger films of
the past few years have been
driven by that often marginalized
female
audience,"
Dergarabedian said. "This
proves that if you put the right
film in the marketplace, the
guys will show up in big numbers. You can still break records
with one gender being the dominant one."
He predicted that over time,
Daisy Ridley's protagonist may
help even the gender breakdown. Hollis agreed, noting that
the breakdown evened out
across the weekend too. Friday
audiences were 63 percent male,
he said.
The film also drew mainly
adults, who made up 71 percent
of the audience. Teens accounted for only 9 percent, but those
numbers may go up in the coming weeks as holiday vacations

PAINTSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — play after a Dec. 11 message
Audience members at a from Superintendent Thomas
Kentucky school's performance Salyer.
Salyer told the newspaper
of"A Charlie Brown Christmas"
recited a Bible passage that Tuesday that Christmas proschool officials deleted from the grams across the district were
being reviewed for possible
play.
W.R. Castle Elementary modifications of religious referSchool Principal Jeff Cochran ences after receiving a comtells the Lexington Herald- plaint.
Earlier this week, protesters
Leader (http://bitly/11WkdGB)
that some people attending upset about the decision gathThursday's performance recited ered outside the school board's
lines from the play in which the office.
Salyer says he made his decicharacter Linus quotes from the
sion based upon the advice of
Gospel of Luke.
Cochran said all Biblical ref- his attorney and state officials.
erences were removed from the

Photo provided
Jace, son of Lacey and Cody Riley, pictured here, is a heart transplant recipient from Marshall
County, Kentucky.
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18,
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Friday,
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theaters
in U.S.
kick in.
IMAX,3D and other premium
large format screens further
helped drive the massive earnings. Nearly half of moviegoers
— 47 percent —chose to see the
film on the generally pricier
screens. IMAX screens alone
accounted for $48 million of the
global earnings.
But "Star Wars" didn't fly
alone this weekend. A few other
movies attempted to provide
some counterprogramming and
ended up with comparatively
decent results.
Almost a galaxy away, Fox's
animated "Alvin and the
Chipmunks: The Road Chip"
came in second with $14.4 million.
According to exit polls, 70
percent of audiences were coin-

prised of families. The film also
played to a rather diverse audience of 22 percent Hispanics
and 19 percent AfricanAmericans.
"Starting on Monday, 73 percent of K through 12 is out of
school. Why wouldn't we make
our picture available?" said
Chris Aronson, Fox's president
of domestic distribution as to
why they released their film "in
the teeth of the hurricane."
"'Star Wars' is the phenomenon it is and will continue to be,
but there is another segment of
the audience out there," he
added.
In third place, the Tina Fey
and Amy Poehler comedy
"Sisters" earned an estimated
$13.4 million out of the gates. IN

Deleted Bible passage recited •TRANSPLANT...
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If you have Medicare Part B and Supplemental
Insurance, you may be eligibk for

shortage of organs.
They waited months and
months. Jace fought for his life.
By November, lace's heart
couldn't take much more.
"We were losing our boy right
before our eyes," Lacey said.
at
St. Louis
Doctors
Children's Hospital told the
Riley family that they could try
an innovative VAD operation. It
had never been done on a single
ventricle. Thankfully, Jace's
surgery was successful. This
kept Jace alive and fighting for
his second chance at life.
On Christmas Eve, their doctor came into the hospital room.
Lacey explains, "We learned
we would receive the ultimate
gift. Our donor family said
'yes' and saved our son's life
that day."
Jace is now 19 months old
and about to celebrate one year
since
his transplant on
Christmas Day.
"He is our miracle baby. And
our donor family is our hero,"
Lacey said.
During the holidays, many of
us wish to give back, but we
struggle to find the time and
means to do so. This Christmas,
there is something everyone can
do that costs nothing, takes less
than a minute and helps children
like Jace.
Joining the Kentucky Organ
Donor Registry gives hope to
thousands of children, adults
and their families.
"Although we may not be
able to save a child's life today,
we are able to give hope simply
by
registering,"
explains
Calloway Circuit Clerk, Linda
Avery. "There are over 122,000
patients waiting for an organ
transplant this Christmas. Each
day, 22 patients will lose their
fight, and their life, waiting."
The Kentucky Circuit Court

Kentuckians about this lifesaving mission.
"As your Circuit Court Clerk,
I've been involved with this
mission of organ donation for
many years. I am so proud of
our Deputy Clerks for asking
every person obtaining a license
or ID if they would like to
donate $1 to increase education
about organ donation. We also
ask everyone to join the
Donor
Kentucky
Organ
Registry.
It only takes a
moment to say 'yes' and be
hope," Avery said.
"There is no age limit or medical requirements to joining the
Registry. Everyone is welcome.
Calloway County is fortunate to
have such caring ,individuals
working in the Circuit Clerk's
Office. They are committed to
helping their community and
saving lives through organ
donation," Shelley Snyder,
Executive Director of the
Kentucky Circuit Court Clerk's
Trust For Life, said.
"We feel honored to give
everyone the opportunity to be
part of the lifesaving team.
Thanks to the kindness of this
community and the dedication
my hardworking staff, many of
you have already joined the
Registry over the years.
However, the need is still there.
49 percent .of Kentuckians are
registered donors," Avery said.
"Everyone in town can join
and get the blue heart on their
license. If you have questions
about organ donation, you can
call the Trust For Life at 1-866945-5433 and talk to professionals about the Registry and
organ donation."
Jace is thriving today in
Marshall County, thanks to the
miracle of organ donation and
transplantation. •
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AT LITTLE OR NO COST TO YOU
We have the Styles
& Colors for You!

But for those who suffer from
sadness or blues during the
month of December, Trzepacz
mentions how the holidays can
be positive and fulfilling for
mental health.
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"As we know, for many people it is a very happy time.
because they get to take time off
from work and travel or engage
in holiday traditions with supportive friends and family members II
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AGRICULTURE
Calloway County Farm Bureau
receives recognition at meeting
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Special to the Ledger
LOUISVILLE - Recognized
for the achievements of its
v.vomen's .program this year,
C1116way County Farm Bureau
received the 2015 Gold Star
Award of Excellence duiing
Kentucky Farm Bureau's annual meeting in Louisville.
The award honors county
Women's Committees for
active participation in leadership development programs,
agricultural promotion, educational initiatives and numerous
other aspects of support to the •
local Farm Bureau.
Farm
Calloway County
Bureau also won top honors for
its region of the state in the
2015 Safety Challenge Awards
competition during Kentucky
Farm Bureau's annual meeting
in Louisville.
The award was given to
Calloway County Farm Bureau
for producing a safety/health
public awareness campaign to
educate the community about
the approaching harvest season
and slow moving equipment on
the roadways.
Kentucky Farm Bureau, with
more than 468,009 member
families statewide, is the state's
largest general farm organization.
Approximately 1.500 members attended KFB's 96th annual meeting in Louisville, Dec.
2-5, to recognize this year's
individual and organizational
achievements and adopt policy
for 2016.
To view all the updates
released from this year's annual
visit
meeting,
www.K YFB Newsroom.com .•

United Way of
Murray-Calloway County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances

Dec. 7th
n. 31st

This year, NRCS will invest about $1.15 million
Special to the Ledger
LEXINGTON, Ky. - USDA's Natural to restore habitat of the golden winged-warbler, a
Resources Conservation Service is making avail- neotropical migratory songbird that breeds in
able about $50 million this year in financial assis- young forest and shrubland habitats in the
tance to partner with agricultural producers who Appalachian Mountains and upper Great Lakes.
Over that past 50 years, this vibrant songbird
want to restore and protect habitat for seven focus
has experienced significant population declines
species, including the golden winged-warbler.
Conservation efforts for the golden winged-war- throughout its Appalachian Mountain breeding
bler are part of Working Lands for Wildlife, an range, and is at-risk of needing protections under
innovative partnership that supports struggling the Endangered Species Act. Since 2012, NRCS
landscapes and strengthens agricultural opera- has worked with land managers to make conservation improvements to more than 13,000 acres of
tions.
"The decisions of agricultural producers can young forests, benefitting the golden winged-warhave significant impacts on wildlife," said Karen bler and more than 100 other bird species.
Technical and financial assistance is available
Woodrich, NRCS state conservationist in
Kentucky. "By managing land with the golden- through the Environmental Quality Incentives
winged warbler and other wildlife in mind, pro- Program. NRCS financial assistance covers part
ducers can benefit entire populations while also of the cost to implement conservation practices.
Interested landowners are encouraged to contact
strengthening their operations, boosting resilience
their local USDA service center.
and increasing agricultural yields."
' Photo provided
Rebecca Geurin (right), chair of the Calloway County Farm
Bureau Women's Committee, accepts the 2015 Gold Star
Award of Excellence from Betty Farris (left), chair of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau state Women's Committee. The
award was presented during a Dec. 4 recognition program at
the 96th Kentucky Farm Bureau annual meeting.

Photo provided
Photo provided

Rebecca Geurin (center) received a plaque commemorating
Calloway County Farm Bureau's 2015 Safety Challenge
award from B Todd Bright, KFB's director, Communication
Division (left). and David S. Beck, KFB executive vice president (right).

Nine Agricultural Incentives Approved
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
Agricultural
Kentucky
Development Board approved
$702,451 for nine agricultural
diversification and rural development programs across the
Commonwealth during its
December board meeting on
Dec. 18.
Livestock and Agriculttiral
Pavilion
The Woodford County Fair
Association, Incorporated was
approved for $40,000 in
Woodford County funds to
construct and equip a livestock
and agricultural pavilion at the
Woodford County fairgrounds.
This pavilion will provide
space for livestock events and
shows,livestock sales and local
farm equipment auctions. For
more information about this
project, contact Mary Lou
Watkins at 859-846-4087.
Farmers'Market Facility
The City of Marion Tourism
Commission was approved for
$5,000 in Crittenden County
funds and $50,000 in state
funds to construct a farmers'
market facility.
The facility will be built at
the existing farmers' market
location in Marion replacing
deteriorating portable units
currently being used. For more
information about this project,

• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living

LIVE UNITED!

USDA announces $50m to help ag
producers restore wildlife habitat

contact Michele Edwards at
270-965-5015.
On-Farm Investments
Four County Agricultural
Investment Programs were
approved by the board totaling
Anderson
$585,857: for
Fleming
($174,861),
($363,496), Lyon ($37,000)
and McCreary ($10,500)counties.
CAIP offers 10 investment
areas that give Kentucky agricultural producers the ability to
increase net farm income, add
value to their products and
diversify their operation. CAIP
benefits and enhances agriculture across the state by stimulating markets for Kentucky
agricultural products.
Shared-use Equipment
The Shared-use Equipment
Program assists broad-based

community organizations on
the purchase of farm equipment. The equipment purchased is made available for
producer use in a specific county on a leased basis.
One Shared-use Equipment
Program was approved by the
board for Madison County
Farm Bureau, Inc. totaling
$9,094. The funds will be used
to purchase a manure spreader.
Environmental
Stewardship
($5,000) and
Fleming
Madison ($7,500) counties
were approved for the
Animal
Farm
Deceased
Removal Program.DAR serves
as a measure to facilitate the
coordination of environmentally sound and cost-effective disposal of deceased livestock for
Kentucky producers. 111

Farmer of the Year
Keith Lowry of Graves County, center, was presented an Honorary Commissioner of
Agriculture certificate from Agriculture Commissioner James Comer, right, and state Rep.
Richard Heath of Mayfield on Dec. 10. Lowry was honored for being named Kentucky Farm
Bureau's 2015 Farmer of the Year during KFB's 96th annual meeting Dec. 2-5 in Louisville.

Authorities suspect farmers defrauded program
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Federal investigators say they
believe Central Kentucky
tobacco farmers,crop insurance
agents, tobacco warehouse
owners and others conspired to
defraud thousands and possibly
millions of dollars 'from the
of
Department
U.S.
Agriculture's program that
insures crops.

Give Life.

The Lexington Herald-Leader
reports that the U.S. District
Court in Lexington released
more than 400 pages of search
warrant applications and other
documents Monday outlining
the ongoing investigation.
Last week, federal investigators searched several sites in
Mount Sterling, including several tobacco warehouses and an

insurance agency, to seize evidence.
Investigators say certain producers consistently underreported their tobacco production in
order to cause an insurable loss
payment, with some never even
planting their crops.
No charges have been filed so
far.

Serving Calloway County
\ Farmers Since 1919
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Recent MSU graduate awarded inaugural
KYCEC Outstanding Service Award
Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky Council for
Exceptional Children
has
Outstanding
awarded
the
Service Award in the field of
special education to recent
Murray State University graduate Ray Chumbler IV. The first
of its kind given by the KYCEC,
the award was presented on
Monday,Nov. 23 at 10 a.m. during KYCEC's statewide conference at Galt House Hotel in
Louisville.
"1 am feeling absolutely
ecstatic about this. It is an honor
to be the first to win this award,"
said Chumbler.
The council created the new
statewide award to recognize
autistic students in Kentucky
who are proactively advocating
for those who have the disabili-

HAPPENINGS
By Anruta Peeler

Ms. Lorraine Adams and Ms. Ella
Van Tidwell assisted in shopping for
our new puzzle table and chairs. It
was a difficult choice but we wanted it "just right". However, we were
successful and Since it is a little larger than the old table, they are "recruiting" new puzzlers.
•
Mr. Donald Guey came back
through this area and entertained us
again singing and playing his guitar.
He gave us all kinds of fun things
and we thoroughly enjoyed him.
Monday night the Murray High
and Calloway County High School
Spanish Club caroled to us in Spanish. We really didn't know what they
were singing but enjoyed it anyway.
The Murray Woman's Club Choir
came out on Tuesday and perforated
their Christmas musisal, for us. It
is always such a treat to have them
with us and we especially thank
them for the use of their clubhouse
for two of our new calendar pictures.
Joyce Herndon came out and did
a sing-along with us and our folks
at The Gardens. We really enjoyed
singing the Christmas songs with
her and guessing the names of the
different songs
Our "road trip" this week was
to see the Christmas lights. We
road through Mike Miller Park in
Draffenville, back to Murray City
Park and then just around town
looking at all of the beautifully decorated homes. I guess we're still just
a "child at heart" because we always
love seeing the lights at Christmas.
Saturday morning we had the pleasure of going to Westside Baptist
Church's Christmas Program. It
was awesome and we left feeling
the true spirit of Christmas. After
all,Jesus is the REAL reason for the
season.
Our birthdaj, fella this week is
Hubert Stroud. Happy Birthday Mr.
Stroud and many more!
Check out our new video "Fairy
tales" on u-tube and our website
www.hickorywoodsal.com if you
want to have a good laugh.
The calendars are still on sale at
Hickory Woods for $5.00. Come
by and pick up one or more. They
make great Christmas presents. You
can call Hickory Woods at 270-7598700 to reserve your calendar.

ty. Chumbler has worked to educate the public about his disorder by giving several presentations on campus and establishing the Ray IV Autism
Scholarship Endowment scholarship for Murray State students
who are also on the autism spectrum.
In addition to his scholarship
efforts,Chumbler was chosen as
an award recipient for being
"very proactive at the Kentucky
Autism Training Center and
being a reference for students
with disabilities at the center,"
according to Dr. Barbara
of
chair
Washington,
Adolescent, Career and Special
Education as well as former
KYCEC president.
Mike Miller of the KATC
nominated Chumbler for the
award. Turner Warren of
Kentucky State was also selected as a 2015 award recipient for
his advocacy work at the KATC.
Chumbler presented at the•
KYCEC conference about properly educating people with
autism as well as the impact
non-disabled people can have
on those who fall on the autism
spectrum.
"The chances are great that
others will encounter an autistic
individual at some point in their
life and it will be vital that they
know how to successfully interact with them," Chumbler said.
Murray State alumnus and
Muhlenberg North Middle

84 Utterback RA • Murray, KY
Phone:(2781759-8700

Santa to be downtown
Santa Claus will be downtown Murray on the
courthouse lawn on Monday, Dec. 21; Tuesday,
Dec 22 and Wednesday,Dec.23 from noon until
I p.m. and 1:30-3:30 p.m. each day and
Christmas Eve,Thursday, Dec. 24 from 11:30E30 p.m.

1

Dewey
Dec. 19,
Arrangi
Cremator

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event includes music interaction, snacks and crafts plus a
coffee bar for moms, grandmothers and caregivers. Call 270-7536712 for more information.

Angels Attic seeks items

Photo provided
Pictured is MSU alumni Ray Chumbler IV, left, and Kelly
Teague, who both won awards at the KYCEC's statewide conference at Galt House Hotel in Louisville.
School teacher Kelly Teague I thank those who have already
was also honored at this event as donated as they are playing a
the Special Education Teacher key role in the establishment of
of the Year. After hearing this landmark scholarship at
Chumbler's presentation, she Murray State University,"
chose to donate $500 to the Chumbler stated."Donors to the
scholarship will always have my
fund.
Students will be able to apply profound gratitude for choosing
for Chumbler's scholarship to donate."
To donate, contact Jennie
once the goal of $25,000 is met.
Currently, more • than $16,000 Rottinghaus at 270-809-3406 or
jrottinghaus@m urraystate.edu
has been raised.
"It is absolutely necessary that •

Winter Consort with Paul McCandless, gospel
singer Theresa Thomason, Danny Rivera -- the
"National Voice of Puerto Rico", and Abdel
Salaam's Forces of Nature percussion and dance
ensemble.
• 9— II p.m. Café Jazz Christmas with Todd
Hill - You'll hear a ton of vintage jazz favorites
from Dr. "Santa" Hill including tunes by Count
Basic, Benny Goodman,Louis Armstrong, Harry
James, Bing Crosby, Billie Holiday, Les Brown,
and many more.
Wednesday,Dec.23
• Noon — 1 p.m. All Songs For The Holidays It's a fun and weird holiday tradition from NPR
Music with host Bob Boilen and Robin Hilton,
who've rented a small cabin in the woods and
invited some of their closest friends for the party
of the century.
• 9 — 11 p.m. Cafe Jazz Christmas with Brian
Clardy - Timeless jazz selections to fill your
stockings tonight including tunes by Oscar
Peterson, Wynton Marsalis, Dianne Reeves,
Spyro Gyra,and a special interview with guitarist
Ben Rice.
The full schedule of holiday programming is
online at wkms.org. WKMS broadcasts a continuous,comprehensive mix of news and music, with
stations including 91.3 WKMS-FM,WKMS HD1 and All-Music HD-2, Murray; 90.9 WICMD,
WKMD HD-1 and HD-2, Madisonville; 89.5
WKMT,Fulton; and All-Classical 92.5 Paducah,
88.9 Murray and 105.1 Madisonville. WKMS also
streams both its news and all classical channels
online at wluns.org, a robust website offering
playlists,regional news and an online contribution
page. For information,call 1-800-599-4737. III

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
BUSINESS
THROUGHOUT
THE YEAR!

The Angels italic Thrift Shop,972 Chestnut St.,is in need of items
as it continueslo provide funding for Angels Community Clinic,the
Gentry House and provide assistance to other local agencies.
Specific needs are men's, women's and children's clothing; furniture; appliances; household items; and toys. Items can be received
Monday through Saturday, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or call 270-7620505 for pickup.

W KY Mentoring fundraiser planned
Actor and entertainer W.Earl Brown,a Murray native, will be performing at the Big Apple Cafe on Saturday, Dec. 26 at 8:30 p.m.
Admission is $5 per person with proceeds going to support West
KY Mentoring. Brown also plans to have other items for sale to
benefit the West KY Mentoring program. He will be performing
with local singer/songwriter "Johnny Mac." The public is invited to
attend.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued an updated request for items needed. They
include peanut butter,tuna,salmon,canned chicken,dry beans,pancake mix,pancake syrup,fruit, pork & beans,chili, hot or cold cereal, canned pasta, crackers, dry instant milk and Poptarts. Personal
hygiene items are extremely low and needed are toilet paper, men
and women's deodorant, bar soap,children and adult toothbrushes,
disposable razors, ziplock plastic bags and hotel/travel size shampoo,lotions,soap and clear packing tape. Large brown bags are also
requested. Need Line is located at 509 North Eighth Street and is
open from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. Need Line
is a United Way agency. For more information, call 270-753-6333.

Freedom from Smoking to be offered
Calloway County Health Department is offering the Freedom
from Smoking program.This program consists of eight sessions and
will be taught by an American Lung Association-trained facilitator
in a small group setting (limited to 20 people). The program starts
on Tuesday, Jan. 5, 2016 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. each session at the
Center for Health and Wellness,Poplar Street. Call 270-753-3381 to
reserve a spot or for more information. The class is free of charge.

Winter Solstice service to be held
On Tuesday, Dec. 22 at 7 p.m., First Christian Church will have
a special worship service for those who are lonely,depressed,grieving or facing difficulties. A nursery will be provided.

Legion officers giving help
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans and their families who need to file VA claims
at 310 Bee Creek Drive. No appointment is necessary and all are
served on a first-come basis. For more information call, Kennedy at
270-752-3333.

AA meetings available
Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women with
the purpose to help others to recover from the pain and suffering of
alcoholism. There are meetings in Murray seven days a week, midday and evenings. For more information, call 270-535-4111, 270799-1065 or 270-226-3971 or visit www.wkintergroup. org.

Soup for the Soul serves weeknights
Soup for the Soul Community Kitchen serves free dinner each
night Monday - Friday,from 4-6 p.m., at 411 Maple Street, downtown Murray. Donations are always accepted. For more information, call 270-759-0800.

Winter Solstice Service
The Longest Night Service ofLight
Tuesday, December 22, 2015
7:00 PM
Is the Christmas season a difficult timefor you because you are lonely,
depressed, grieving, or have recently lost a job or experienced a significant
loss such as a separation or divorce? Come and bring your pain and grief
to a special candlelit service of music, scripture, and words ofhope.
Nursery care provided.
Refreshments will be served following the service.

VI'
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Dewey

Celebrate Recovery to meet

Special to the Ledger
Murray State's listener-supported, educational
radio service 91.3, WKMS celebrates the holidays
with special music and storytelling programs.
Holidays Sound Good on WKMS continues
through New Year's Day 2016 and includes over
70 hours of radio features not broadcast elsewhere
in this region.
The features airing Monday, Dec. 21 through
Wednesday, Dec. 23 are:
Monday,Dec.21
• Noon — 1 p.m. Tinsel Tales 3- In keeping
with the well-loved.NPR holiday tradition, hear
the third collection of extraordinary Christmas
stories with nostalgia that may transport you to
unexpected places. Lynn Neary hosts and you'll
also hear from Audie Cornish, Nina Totenberg and
other voices from NPR's past and present.
•. 9— 11 p.m. Cafe Jazz Christmas with George
Eldred - George keeps you in good spirits with a
merry jazz concert tonight with tunes by Dexter
Gordon, Thelonious Monk, Wynton, Marsalis,
George Shearing, and Ella Fitzgerald.
Tuesday,Dec.22
• Noon — 1 p.m. Pink Martini's Joy to the
World: A Holiday Spectacular - The internationally acclaimed little orchestra Pink Martini bedecks
the airwaves with festive holiday songs. .All
Things Considered's An Shapiro gets in on the
fun as host.
• 7 —9 p.m. Paul Winter's 35th Annual Winter
Solstice Celebration - Celebrate the longest night
of the year with an exuberant feast of sound captured live from the gothic Cathedral of St. John
the Divine in New York City. John Schaefer hosts
this all new performance, featuring the Paul

Gift Certificates
Available

DATEBOOK

Celebrate Recovery is a 12-step Christ-cenDatebook tered
recovery meeting program for anyone
Martha
who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Finney Andrus,
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from
Community
p.m. at Hope Harbor Church, Kentucky
6:30-8
editor '
94 E.For more information,call 270-753-6695.

Holiday music and storytelling
to be broadcast on WKMS

NAVIDADI

V

First Christian Church
111 North Fifth Street• Murray
Across from City Hall
270-753-3824
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Dewey Moore
Dewey Moore,64,of New Concord, Kentucky,died Saturday,
Dec. 19,2015 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home &
Crematory,downtown Murray.
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From Front
"It's a good thing to do for the
kids and for the parents," she
said.
The Christmas program featured Bible readings of the
Christmas story, songs and skits

to illustrate the holiday.
'
To donate to the Main Street
Youth Center, send a check to
Main Street Youth Center, 513
South Fourth St., Murray, KY
42071.
For more information, call
270-753-8336 X

The iii. Churchill Funeral Hann
Roy Albert Weatherly Jr.,77
Funeral service will be at 10 a.m. Monday,Dec. 21,2015 at
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
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DEBBIE BATTEIGEFI/Ledger & Times
Kameron Baker helped start the festivities at the Main Street
Youth Center's Christmas program by reading a Scripture.

WASHINGTON (AP) — tions as playing into the hands
Hillary Clinton had no evidence of terrorists and raising the risk
to back up her claim in the lat- of radicalizing Muslims in the
est Democratic presidential West as well as in the Middle
debate that the Islamic State East. Its also true that IS has a
group is using video of Donald sophisticated propaganda operTrump to recruit Muslims to its ation and it can't be ruled out
cause.
that the group has spread such
It's an assertion reminiscent of videos under the Western radar.
Trump's insistence that video
But if so, Clinton doesn't
showed thousands of Muslims know about them.
in the U.S. cheering the 9/11
"If you go back and look at
attacks, . which has been social media, if you look at
debunked for weeks. During what's going on, they are defiSaturday's debate, Clinton stat- nitely pointing at Mr. Trump,"
ed that the Republican presiden- her campaign chairman, John
tial contender is "becoming Podesta, said on NBC's "Meet
ISIS's best recruiter," with the the Press." But he cited no IS
group attracting people by videos.
showing videos of him. Clinton
Palmieri said on ABC's "This
spokeswoman Jennifer Palmieri Week," "She didn't have a paracknowledged Sunday the cam- ticular video in mind, but he is
paign is aware of no such IS being used in social media."
video and that jihadis are capiWhen his claim about a video
talizing on Trump's comments showing "thousands and thouabout Muslims through social sands" of Muslims celebrating
media.
9/11 was debunked weeks ago,
Here's a look at some of the Trump dug in his heels on the
claims in the debate Saturday assertion about "plenty of peonight and how they compare ple cheering." He repeated that
with the facts:
position Sunday. Asked about
CLINTON: "He is becoming IS recruitment videos, he told
ISIS's best recruiter. They are ABC: "She just made it up."
going to people showing videos
Clinton's statement that
of Donald Trump insulting Trump is becoming the "top
Islam and Muslims in order to recruiter" for IS also is hard to
recruit more radical jihadists."
square with the complex realiTHE FACTS: What's true is ties motivating its adherents.
that Trump's provocative comAttackers connected to or
ments about Muslims,including inspired by IS often say their
his call to ban them from com- actions are in response to the
ing to the U.S., have been wide- airstrike campaign against
ly played across the Middle Islamic State militants, whose
Fast — in the hothouse of social focus is on SAiria and Iraq.
media and beyond. Plenty of Shiite Muslims have been their
people — his Republican rivals primary target since the beginamong them — see his posi- ning and in their online videos,

DEBBIE BATTEIGER/Ledger & Times
Above, About 30 children from the Main Street Youth Center
sang "Silent Night" to begin thier "It's the Most Wonderful
Time of the Year" Christmas program Sunday evening. On
the right„ Zipporah Martin recited a greeting called "More
Love."

they often call out to their followers to -attack infidels —
Shiite Muslims in particular.
The Islamic State group is
known by various names, ISIS
and ISIL among them.
BERNIE SANDERS: "The
cost of college education is
escalating a lot faster than the
cost of inflation. There are a lot
of factors involved in that. And
that is that we have some colleges and universitieS that are
spending a huge amount of
money on fancy dormitories
and on giant football stadiums."
CLINTON: "States have been
disinvesting in higher education
... So states over a period of
decades have put their money
elsewhere; into prisons, into
highways,into things other than
higher education."
THE FACTS: Clinton comes
closest to diagnosing the problem accurately. College expenses are unsustainably high, but
luxurious dorms aren't the big
driver that Sanders portrays.
Public universities are charging
more because they receive less
in state government support.
Demos, a left-leaning think
tank, said in a May study that
the decline in state funding
accounted for 79 percent of
tuition hikes between 2001 and
2011. Just 6 percent was due to
construction costs.
Sanders would make up that
lost government money by providing free tuition, paid for with
a tax on financial transactions.
lam to encourage states to do
more and keep students from
having to borrow.

NYC Firefighters sue siren
maker over their hearing loss
NEW YORK (AP) — There
were times by the end of his
shift that firefighter Joseph
Nardone's head would be
pounding, his eyes crossing
from the noise of the siren on
his truck.
"The siren was so loud inside
the cab that it actually physically hurt," said the former New
York City fire battalion chief.
Even though he's been retired
for over a decade, he said, the
effects of the sirens linger in
hearing loss that has left him
unable to understand rapid conversation or follow along in
church.
Nardone is among about 4,400
current and former firefighters
nationwide who are suing
Federal Signal Corp., an Oak
Brook, Illinois-based company
that makes sirens, claiming it
didn't do enough to make them
safer for those on fire trucks
who have to listen to them nearly every day.
They say the company could
have designed them in a way
that directs the volume away
from areas where firefighters sit
in the engines, shielding them
from sound blasts that lawyers
say reach 120 decibels, roughly
equivalent to a rock concert.
Said the 73-year-old Nardone:
"The manufacturer had the
means and ability to do something about it and they didn't."
Federal Signal argues that
directing the sound defeats one
of the main purposes of a siren
— to warn motorists and pedestrians that a truck is coming.

LEUER&TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
Phone (270)753-1916• Fax (270)753-1927
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
An anti-violence advocate and
youth mentor in Louisville was
shot and wounded while on his
way to his son's school for a
Christmas gathering.
The Courier-Journal reports
Aubrey
37-year-pld
that
Williams Jr. was shot Friday.
Williams was identified by
Sadiqa Reynolds, president and
CEO of the Louisville Urban
League, where Williams formerly worked as a youth development specialist, the newspaper

reported.
Metro Police
Louisville
spokeswoman Alicia Smiley
said a man was shot once near
the school, sustaining non-fatal
injuries, though she did not
identify the man. The wounded
man was picked up by a passerby, who began to drive him to
the hospital, though an ambulance met them and transported
the man to University of
Louisville Hospital.
Smiley said there were no suspects as of Friday afternoon.
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And it says it has long supported what many departments have
advised its firefighters to do:
wear ear protection.
The lawsuits, which began
surfacing more than a decade
ago, have been in places such as
New
York, Philadelphia,
Boston, New Jersey and the
Chicago area, said attorney
Marc Bern, who's leading all the
lawsuits. In documents filed
with
the Securities and
Exchange Commission, the
company said juries have decided in favor of Federal Signal in
most of the half-dozen or so
suits that have gone to trial.
The company also has settled
in some cases without admitting
any wrongdoing. The largest
settlement, reached in 2011,
required the company to pay
$3.6 million to 1,069 firefighters for cases filed in
Philadelphia.
Bern said Federal Signal could
have made the Sirens with a
shroud to warn those in its path
instead of a more generalized
blare.
Federal standards take into
account the intensity of the
sound and the duration. The
higher the decibel level, the
shorter the time workers can be
exposed to it.
Rick Neitzel, who studies
noise and other exposures at the
University of Michigan,said the
standards are geared to traditional jobs, not firefighting. IN

ST. LOUIS (AP) — A St.
Louis police officer who fatally
shot 18-year-old VonDerrit
Myers Jr. last fall has resigned
after being accused of driving
his patrol car while intoxicated
and crashing into a parked vehicle.
Officer Jason Flanery was
driving his squad car early
Saturday morning when he
struck a vehicle and left the
scene before officers arrived,
police spokeswoman Schron
Jackson told The Associated
Press.
Investigators, acting on a tip,
found the vehicle at Flanery's
home, the St. Louis PostDispatch (http://bitly/lkaptnIJ
) reported. Flanery refused to
submit to a breath-alcohol test,
so the department requested a
search warrant and officers
returned to his home later in the
day to have his blood drawn,
Jackson said.
"We handled the criminal
investigation just as we would
anyone in a suspected drunkdriving accident," Police Chief
Sam Dotson told the newspaper
late Saturday evening.
Flanery was arrested on suspicion of driving while intoxicated and leaving the scene of an
accident, Jackson said. He was
released pending application for
warrants, and has not been
charged. Flanery's attorney,
Brian Millikan, declined to
comment.
Officers are not allowed to
drive their cars except to and
from their shifts. Flanery was
not on duty at the time of the
incident, Jackson said.
The white officer was off-duty
and working an after-hours
security job when he shot Myers
on Oct. 8, 2014 — two months
after the fatal shooting of 18year-old Michael Brown in the
St. Louis suburb of Ferguson.
Police said Myers, who is
black, fired several shots at
Flanery and was killed when the
officer returned fire. Myers'
family has long disputed that
version of the events.
Myers' death added to already
heightened tensions over police
and civilian relations in the
region, but the circuit attorney's
office announced in May that
Flanery would not be charged.
•
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Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366 I 800.444.1854
Hours: 800 a.m.-5o0 p.m. A4-F
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CLASSIFIEDS
Call

AV.. CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call
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Nicki Peach
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
for all your
classified needs

Kaci Tinsley

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I 1 'N. 1 \

Murray Ledger
& Times
Classified Clerk

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less. Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

MO TO

for your
Classified needs

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our vim
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notle•

NORTH CAROLINA
IN THE GENERAL COURT OF JUSTICE
DISTRICT COURT DIVISION
COUNTY OF CLEVELAND 15-JA-125-127
IN RE:
A.T. 6/15/2006
H.T. 8/16/2004
MS. 8/19/2003
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF PROCESS BY PUBLICATION
TO: Aimee Smith
Respondent caretaker for minor children A.T., born on 6/15/2006, H.T born
8/16/2004 and M.S. born on 8/19/2003, to the mother, Aimee Smith.
TAKE NOTICE that a pleading seeking relief against you has been
filed in the above-entitled action. The nature of the relief being sought is as
follows:
PETITION TO DECLARE THE JUVENILES,kT., H.T., and M.S.,
NEGLECTED JUVENILES
You are required to make defense to such pleading no later than
January 23, 2016 and upon your failure to do so the party seeking service
against you will apply to the Court for the relief sought.
Notice that if the parent is indigent and is not already represented by
appointed counsel, the parent is entitled to appointed counsel, that provisional
counsel has been appointed, and that the appointment of provisional counsel
shall be reviewed by the Court at the first hearing after service.

DISCLAIMER

This the 14th day of December, 2015.
CHARLES E. WILSON,JR.
ATTORNEY FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
PO BOX 9006
SHELBY, NC 28151-9006
TELEPHONE:(704)487-0661
3'1' December 21, December 28, 2015, January 4, 2016
FOR Sale by Lien
holder - No title. 81
Nissan 280ZX
Vin$
1N1CZ04S8CX624268
Owner -Josh
Clingermayer
holder-Harlan
Lien
Automotive
408 N 4th St
Murray,KY 42071
270-767-0101
2004 Jeep Wrangler
Rubicon Vinii
1J4FA69564P710722
Owner Dale Owens Jr.
Lien Holder Title Max of
Clarksville, Towed on
Apnl 1st 2015.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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HE Wanted

Help Wanted

INFINITY GROUP
is hiring Full Time production workers
for the Pella Corporation in

Production
CROP
Services, Inc. an EOE,
is searching for a full
time
Administrative
Coordinator for our
Hardin, KY location.
Responsibilities
include, but are not limCustomer
to:
ited
Relations, Invoicing,
Secretarial
General
NP,
A/R,
duties,
Payroll,
Inventory
Management, assistance to other staff in
the office, and other
duties as assigned.
be
will
Applicant
required to pass a back
ground check and a
drug screen. Please
send resumes to: Crop
Production Services,
Inc. Attn. Jason Watt,
PO Box 84, Hardin, KY
42048.

A
Carpenter/Foreman
for: Local hotel construction
project.
Please inquire by calling 501-786-9151.
MURRAY Save-A-Lot
is now accepting applications for Produce
Manager. This is a full
time position with
benefits. -Pay depends
on experience. EOE
apply in person.
CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
WI experience preferred. 270-753-2077.

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgetcom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetworlc.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

PADUCAH Sun is currently seeking independent contractors
for the Murray area
estimated
Monthly
profit
gross
route
$1,300.00/mo. Contact
Darren Turner- it 270575-8792

to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

are available.
Starting pay is $10.00 per hour.
Please submit your resume'to

Infinity Group is an equal opportunity
employer. Post offer drug screen,
background and physical check required.

Warehouse Manager
Candidate must be a self-motivated and
organized individual. Computer experience with
inventory management software or Excel and
experience utilizing a forklift are preferred.
Candidate will be required to lift 75Ibs
unassisted, maintain a daily inventory,
maintain stock control, oversee all receiving
and distribution operations and be the primary
point of contact for all suppliers.
Applicants should send resume with
contact info to:
P.O Box 1040 R Murray KY, 42071

NOW HIRING
Local Driver position available
DEDICATED MURRAY RUN
150 MILE RADIUS
Home every Night
Great Starting Pay
Benefits Available
Call now before position is filled.
1800-737-9997 EXT. 215
or apply online at
WWW.gregorylogistics.COM

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

1P

H & H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342 ,
I.

Medicare Supplement Services

Wrecked, running and non-running *Medicare Supplements ''Part B Drug Plan,
autos, batteries, and all aluminum *Medicare Advantage •Dental & Vision Plan,
*Final Expense Plans
KEY RECYCLING
Ron Sallin- Local Agent #512946
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
Phone 270-210-2533
270-759-9694

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

Residential & Commercial

CLEA

LAWN;
LANDS
MUD
LEAF R
FREE
CALL

ETRANSWORLD

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business!

Bamesssaies.Franchises.m

Business Advisors

& Acvuisitions

Dean E Cnerry. Managing Director-270-978-9946

H A LI!.
MAN A

Call NICK!PEACH
at 270-753-1916 to place your ad today!

150
Articles
For Saki
5X10 Tilt utility trailer.
Excellent shape, wood
deck, lights, good tires
ad recently painted.
$550. 270-978-5593.
FOR Sale
-Small portable charger-$15
-Soda Stream with
canister-$75
-Medium George
Foreman Grill-$20
-Electric icecream
maker-$25
Call after 5pm or text
anytime if interested,
Prices firm. 270-2278721
FREE Mason Diamond
Ring for sale. Call 270293-0226 for more
details.

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

o05 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
060
HE Wanted

CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
LOCAL HEALTH NURSE ll
The Calloway County Health Department is currently accepting applications
on open register for the position of Local Health Nurse II. Applications will
be accepted continuously for ongoing and future openings. A particular
opening might be full-time, part-time 100 hours, or part-time. This position
includes an excellent fringe benefit package and is based in Murray, KY.
This position serves under the direction of the Nursing Supervisor.
Minimum Education, Training or Experience: Associate's Degree with one
year of Registered Nurse (RN) experience. BSN or Master's Degree in
Nursing, Nursing Administration, Nursing Education or Public Health may
substitute for one year of required experience. Must have RN license in
Kentucky or compact state and maintain the RN license on an annual basis.
NOTE: Preference will be given to those qualified applicants that have
obtained a BSN or higher in the areas noted above. In addition, the
applicant's ability to provide presentations to community groups/schools
on health topics will be given preference during the application screening
process.
General Duties include: Conducts nursing assessments, as appropriate,
using Core Clinical Service Guide (CCSG) guidelines; develops and
implements a plan of care based upon identified health risks; provides basic
nursing care to the client consistent with the CCSG, Nursing Scope and
Standards of Practice, established policies, procedures and licensing laws;
documents services provided to the client according to standards of the
CCSG and Administrative Reference (AR); maintains confidentiality and
privacy according to guidelines; understands the team process and applies
problem-solving strategies to accomplish job tasks; participates in
specialized or program specific clinics; develops and conducts educational
counseling and teaching activities for individual clients and families; and
may serve as a coordinator of a specific program. This position would
perform duties in several different program areas in the clinic including but
not limited to pediatric/adult services, WIC, family planning, sexually
transmitted diseases/HIV, prenatal, tuberculosis, cancer screening, and
disease investigations to particular at-risk or high-risk populations or
populations with limited access to care. Refer to www.callowayheafth.org
for more information on our clinical programs.
Starting Salary: $16.30 per hour and will be negotiable with additional
experience. Five percent increase will occur for successful completion of
the six month probationary period. Reclassifications to other levels are
available based on performance and regulations. Grade 18.Full-time status
is defined as working 75 hours in a two week period.
Applications may be obtained at the Calloway County Health Department,
602 Memory Lane, Murray, KY 42071 or http://chfs.ky.gov/dph/lhdapp.htm.
Completed application, copies of license, and college transcript must be
returned/mailed to the attention of Stephanie Hays, Finance Administrator,
at the Calloway County Health Department, 602 Memory Lane, Murray, KY
42071.
Resumes will not substitute for completed application.
A criminal background check may be required prior to the interview process
and will be required prior to employment.
Calloway County Health Department is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

• weekly
• locally ow

759-1151
293.

Real Estate
14X70. 3BR, 2A. 270492-8526
2BR, C/H/A, NO Pets,
$375.00 plus deposit.
Country Living Courts
15 miles on 121N. 270210-5461.
MOBILE homes for
rent, 270-293-6116
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.

154

bsmith@inf-grp.com.
Or call (270) 767-2518
to schedule an appointment.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
G

Cash paid for
good, used guns

Murray Kentucky.
1st and 3rd shift positions

2010 Niss,
White, low
miles Call
270-753-OE

28R brick. Clean, No
Pets, $395/Month 270293-6070

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR
units. Rent based on
income.
Mobility impairment
accessible. Phone:
270-492-8721. Mon,
Wed & Fri. TDD 711
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

2BR, 1BA duplex. 270753-0259
2BR, 2 fuH bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
furnished.
water
$700/month. 104 Park
St.753-2225
Available Nov. 27th.
907 B. North 20th St.
3br,2 1/2BA, garage,
Very Nice. 270-7535344

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
no 1-800-545-1833 eat 283
equal

.121 uppt,rfunill provkler
ad employer

NEW aoartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211

Hours:
Mon, - Fn
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

15 Acres out by new
concord. Utilities for 2
mobile homes. Barn
and fence in pasture.
Many out buildings.
815-284$90,000.
6231. Good hunting.

Murray Ledger 1. Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
LS subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preferhmitabon or discnnunaence,
J&L RENTALS
non based,* race, color, reliMINI-ST0RAGE
gion, sex, 411,5dicap, familial status or nag_onal origin, or inten720 S. 4Th ST.
tion to mW1 any such preferlimitations or discnnunaences,
Corner of 121 S. k Gleadak.
tion.
10X10's & 10x15's
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
(2701 436-2524
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Warn.(703)648-1000.

2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
360
Storage Rentals

2BR from $375

rht,

Houses For Rent

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Marra

Date

Weic

Lem]
FIRM MY..
OPP., MOT V

Retail or Office
Space

CIL

2.6 Acres Lake Front
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
270-753-8%4
Car Garage. Carport.
&
All
Driveways
Paved.
Walkways
270-293$439,900
DOG
Obedience. 4602
460
www.glendhenmere.co
Homes For Sale
270)436-2858.
109-B N 3rd Street
1,100 SO. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

WISHING EVERYONE A

MERRY CHRISTMAS
TROMP-1E
MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
CLASSIFIEDS & CIRCULATION
DEPARTMENTS.

Nam

Your.
Your

DE

U.

:er & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

USED TIRES Hill Electric
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606

ellendynun Sonolces
•Yard Wait
'Pressure WeohNig
QUM,Ckankv
Gary 270-227-0420

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

www.hillelectric.corn

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hoilanciol.t-,:,3;e, co,
270-753-1461
2910 Nissan Maxima.
White, loaded, 87,000
miles. Call after 6pm.
270-753-0863.

CLEAN CUT

ervices

Drug Plans
ision Plans

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Residential
Agricultural

MINI
TORAGE
untIll I I

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
Now Have SO Climate Control Units

1112 Weltmell Ave.

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal
*Stump Grinding
-Firewood
*Insured

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyrnan services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
Nelesalal/Comerdineslimilal
hoes C.liallitore

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

Licensed &
Insured

Service on all
Major brands
Lkensed & Insured

270-293-3248

GARLANt
RENTAL
"If you've got it we eau store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

Paineip.
The, Roofing. Decks
*sum tik Discount
44s00 Estivailas
4140nber OIMplie Lit

Answer to previous putab

8 5 6 427 3 9 1
1
71,39'86
54 2
t
9 24 3 1 5 7 6 8
6 1 7!8 23 1 95 4
1 ‘02 65'9 8-3 7
t -15‘3
8 7 4 1 26
3 61 7 92 4 8 5
287
4
5 4 3 6 1 A,
-4915 1 6
8-27'3
Odarsisilawastibil111

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
ALSlirgiert_HaThaled

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TIRKKING
Al Yew Sop* Noses
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)291-86116

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2582,
270-226-4504
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

27'04311-5959

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

HALL'S WAS
MANAGFNIENI

'Handyman Services
•Yard Work
• weekly & special pickups
Piessure Washing
•locally owned/operated
'Gutter Cleaning
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Gary 270-227-0420

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Please fill out this form and mail it to;
Murray Ledger & Times,PO Box 1040, Murray,KY 42071;
or drop it off at the office located at
1001 Whitnell Ave.in Murray.

owingly accept any
for real estate which
Lotion of the law. All
e hereby informed
flings advertised are
a an equal opportu-

assistance with Fair
idvertising requiretact NM Counsel
am (703)648-1000.

101... MONO

September 8, 2015
7 lbs • 12 oz • 21"
'
74
Joe & Judy Smith

is Property

DEADLINE:JAN.22,2016 AT 5 PM
Contact Nicki at 270-753-1916
for more information!

nos For Srio

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Dec. 22,
2015:
This year you will greet some positive
changes in your life. You'll need to learn to
look at the big picture more often. Your ability to learn comes out as you adapt to new
ideas, cultures and perhaps new developments in your chosen field. If you are single,
you might connect with someone who is
very different from the type of suitor you
have chosen in the past. This experience
will be a real eye-opener for you. If you are
attached, you find that more acceptance and
trust builds between the two of you. Your inlaws could play a significant role in your life.
GEMINI might wear you down with his or her
constant chatter.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average;
2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19) **** You
have an unusually grounded way of handling a parent. You know how to tell this person to chill out. Your efforts play a bigger
role in others lives than you realize. A partner could become timid. Try not to fall victim
to the pressure of the holidays. Tonight:
Hang in there.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)***** You
will draw someone in a lot closer than you'd
thought possible. Your imagination will provide you with ideas for last-minute gifts.
Remember, what pleases you might not
please someone else. Walk in each person's
shoes. Tonight: Forget tomorrow and find
the mistletoe.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)** You might be
slow to get started, but you'll be a force to be
dealt with once you get moving. You are able
to make a big difference in a partners life
just by offering a helping hand. Your creativity soars, and you'll manage to achieve what
you desire. Tonight: You make the call.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) *** Allow
others to demonstrate how much they care
by letting them do what they want to do. You
like to take control of holiday events, especially if they are at your home or involve
cooking. However, let someone else take
over this year. Tonight: Play it low-key.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) *** Take care of
your responsibilities first. Some of you might
choose to visit with a friend who lives out of

by Jacqueline Bigar
town but is around for the holidays. You
could be overwhelmed -- not by what you
have to do, but by what you want to do!
Prioritize! Tonight: Where you want to be. VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) **** Make
calls and check your email once more
before making plans. You could be taken
aback by everything you want to get done.
Take responsibility for making your schedule
work. Tonight: A must appearance.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)***** Deal
with a friend or loved one on a one-on-one
level, especially if you see a misunderstanding brewing. Try to clear up a problem quickly. Make plans that involve someone at a
distance, or go listen to some holiday music.
Tonight: Favorite place, favorite people.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)**** Defer
to a loved one who seems to be able to
accomplish much more than you can. You
might feel as if you are leaning heavily on
this person. Nearly everyone you know
wants some time with you. Allow yourself to
be flattered. Tonight: You will be happier if
you're not around crowds.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) ***
Handle what is happening in a matter-of-fact
kind of way. Relax, and you will be much
more productive. You could be delighted by
a call or an unexpected visit. Tonight: Go
along with a suggestion.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)**** A
situation with a loved one will change. Do
not interfere with this person's natural flow.
Focus on a last-minute project and perhaps
some calls that need to be returned. You
could be surprised by what comes down the
path. Tonight: Do not push yourself too hard.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)**** Try
not to dig in your heels over a problematic
matter; otherwise, you might have to backtrack later and revoke a statement. A child or
new friend seems to want to spend time with
you. Balancing everything that is happening
will take some skill. Tonight: Get into the holiday spirit.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)**** Return
calls and keep to your schedule. Do what
you need to do, and curb socializing. You
won't want to promise to get together with
someone only to cancel later. Keep your
plans as loose And easy as possible until
you have a better sense of time. Tonight:
Invite a friend over.
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Gallimor• Electrical Contractors, LLC

Chris Tucker
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Tea years ago
Mayor Tom Rushing brings varied experience to the City of Murray,
but among all of that is one quality
that always shows through - his love
of Murray. Rushing has decided to
run for re-election as Mayor.
Linda Avery is hoping her 27
years working in the legal profession will help her become the first
Republican. county official in Calloway County.. Avery announced she's
running for Circuit Court Clerk.
After several local business owners voiced how proposed changes
in the city's sign regulations would
affect them, the Murray Planning
Commission approved a compromise that will again go before the
public.
Linda Patterson and Freda Steely
were hostesses for the recent meeting of the Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Kopperud Realty held a toy drive
for the local family resource centers' Santa Project. In addition to
toy donations, individual realtors
sponsored families on their own or
through church projects. Bill and
Kathy Koppenid also contribute an
*erage of 1,000 books each year to
the Santa Project in memory of Joe
Nell Rayburn and Dr. A.H. Koppenid.
Twenty years ago
Colleen Anderson, president
of Lodge 827 of Woodmen of the
World, is pictured presenting Mark
Brady, assistant principal at Murray
High School, with an American flag
for the school.
Matt Harris of Murray High
School was recently named an outstanding performer at the State Drama Festival held at Western Kentucky University.
Pictured is Calloway County Attorney David Harrington congratulating Governor Paul Patton at the
Governor's Inaugural Reception in
Frankfort. Harrington, along with
several other residents from Murray
ahd Calloway County, recently attended the inauguration ceremonies
held on Dec. 12.
!, As the harvest season comes to a
close, local farmers who utilize migrant farm workers prepare to say

DEAR ABBY: 1 am turning 40
and have never been married. Lately, on dates, men have started asking me why I've never married. It
makes me uncomfortable, and I
don't know how to answer them.
I have albeen
ways
attracted to
emotionally
abusive men
and have always been the
one to break
things off. I
was abused
Dear Abby
as a child
by
and was also
Abigail
a victim of
Van Buren
sexual trauma. I'm not
sure if this is why abusive men keep
showing up in my life.
I'd like to meet someone who is
kind and stable. Is it too late, and
how do I answer the question as
to why I've never been married? -FOREVER SINGLE IN CHICAGO
DEAR FOREVER SINGLE:
Because someone asks a question
does not compel you to do a psychological striptease. A way to answer
without baring your soul would be
to say that you haven't met the right
man yet.(If you are attracted to abusive men,that's the truth.)
People are usually attracted to
the familiar. Because of your background, you may not pick up on
warning signs that might alert others that there is trouble ahead. This
does not mean it's too late for you
to find a caring, supportive life partner -- however, you might have an
easier time of accomplishing it if
you schedule some sessions with a
licensed mental health professional.
Old habits are hard to break, but it
can be done.

Seven Dwarfs," had its world premiere in Los Angeles.
In 1940, author F. Scott Fitzgerald died in Hollywood, California.
at age 44.
In 1958, Charles de Gaulle was
elected to a seven-year term as the
first president of the Fifth Republic
of France.
In 1968, Apollo 8 was launched
on a mission to orbit the moon.
In 1971,the U.N. Security Council chose Kurt Waldheim to succeed
U Thant as Secretary-General.
In 1976, the Liberian-registered

tanker Argo Merchant broke apart
near Nantucket Island, off Massachusetts, almost a week after running aground. spilling 7.5 million
gallons of oil into the North Atlantic.
In 1988, 270 people were killed
when. a terrorist bomb exploded aboard a Pam Am Boeing 747:
over LoCkerbie. Scotland, sending
wreckage crashing to the ground.
In 1995, the city of Bethlehem
passed from Israeli to Palestinian
control.

DEAR ABBY: When my husband passed away four years ago.
I donated his corneas to a local
organization. I was told the donor
family could write a letter to the
recipients, who remain anonymous,
telling them a little something about
the donor but without divulging any
personal data. I finally felt up to
doing it a couple of years after the
funeral.
I sent the letters to the organization, which forwarded them to the
recipients. I was told not to expect
a reply. I learned that two women in
California had each received one of
my husband's corneas.
I have not heard from either of
these ladies, which I really don't understand. I don't want a pat on the
back, but I'd love to know how the
corneas changed their lives. It would
help me know that my husband's
death was not in vain. -- WIDOW
IN WASHINGTON STATE
DEAR WIDOW: Your husband's death was not in vain. You
did a wonderful thing in offering
his corneas so that others might see.
Not every surviving relative is as
brave as you were to do that.
Frankly, it's hard to guess why
you haven't heard from the recipients. I can't imagine that they aren't
extremely grateful for what you did.
However, many people have great
difficulty expressing their feelings
on paper. The lucky individuals
who were given those corneas may
be among them.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact
Dear Abby at www-DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
CA 90069.

BABY BLUES®

PARKED CARS CAUSE VISIBLE PROBLEM
Dear Readers: Today's SOUND OFF is about vehicles parked on the street. Janice wrote: "In many neighborhoods, people use their garages for storage, parking
their cars in the driveway or street. Parked cars reduce
visibility and create a hazard for children playing and
riding bicycles. Cars left outside invite vandalism and
burglary.
"I'd like to suggest that people
make an effort to clean out their
garages, rent a storage unit and
return garages to their intended
purpose of parking cars." -- Janice in San Antonio
This can be a problem and
a safety issue, as you stated. In
many areas, cars are not supposed to be parked on the street
overnight or for an extended
by
length of time. -- Heloise

Heloise

BLONDIE®
BUMSTEAD, YOU SEEM TO BE
'“
- _;!,E.VP IN THOUGHT...WHAT'S
ON YOUJ
HUH? OH,
MIND?
NOTHING,
BOSS

your medications. If you round up
a few suspects, discuss them with
your doctor.
Some medical conditions can
cause a dry mouth. Your doctor
should check for an oral yeast infection (thrush) and for problems
that affect the salivary glands themselves, such as Sjogren's syndrome.
Even if you can't correct the underlying cause of your dry mouth,
you can do things to make your
mouth less dry. Chew sugarless gum
or suck on sugarless candy to stimulate the flow of saliva. Avoid dry
or very spicy foods. Drink plenty of
water, but steer clear of alcoholic
and caffeinated beverages, as they
tend to reduce saliva. And don't forget regular dental care: Untreated
disease of the gums can cause dry
mouth.
Finally, try using artificial saliva
products. These are available overthe-counter as sprays, swabs and
solutions. Though not identical to
natural saliva, artificial saliva can
help moisten the tissues in your
mouth and throat.
I mentioned once before in this
column a memorable patient with a
dry mouth. She was an 84-year-old
woman whose daughter reported
that she had started sucking on apricot pits all the time, something she
had never done before. I figured out
that it was because her mouth was
very dry,and sucking on apricot pits
helped produce saliva.
But why was her mouth so dry?
It wasn't for the usual reasons that
I've just mentioned. It was because
she had developed diabetes. Her
sugar level was so high, and she
was so dehydrated, that I immediately hospitalized her. She almost
died, but recovered and lived to be
99 years 4 months old.
(This column is an update of one
that ran originally in October 2012.)
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor, Boston,MA 02115.)

DEAR DOCTOR K: My mouth
and throat are always very dry. As
a result, I am constantly sipping
water. It's annoying and uncomfortable. Is this normal? Is there anything !can do?
DEAR
READER:
Dry mouth is
not as common as dry
eyes (something I have),
but it's not
uncommon.
The
medical term for
Dr. Komaroff dry mouth is
xerostomia
by
(pronounced
Dr. Anthony Z - r o STOME-eeKomaroff
uh), but I'll
avoid
doctor-speak and call it dry mouth.
Usually, dry mouth is mild
enough to be an annoyance, as it
is with you. However, severe cases
can cause complications. Dry mouth
can rob you of your sense of taste
and can make chewing slow and
swallowing difficult. Also, since
saliva is important for dental health,
dry mouth can contribute to tooth
decay and periodontal disease.
The first step in dealing with dry
mouth is to be sure you're well-hydrated, as you are. At night, do you
breathe dry air through your mouth
because your nose is congested? If
so, nasal decongestants may help
restore nose breathing. Also, a bedroom humidifier can add moisture to
the air you breathe.
Quite a number of medications
can cause dry mouth as a side effect.
That's particularly true of medicines
that have what's called "anticholinergic" effects, which cut the production of saliva. Commonly used
medicines with such effects include
antihistamines, tricyclic antidepressants, antispasmodics, and certain
drugs used for Parkinson's disease,
overactive bladder and 'chronic
bronchitis. Take an inventory of

Hints From Helots°

Today In History
'Today is Monday. Dec. 21, the
355th day of 2015. There are 10
chiys left in the year. Winter arrives
at 11:48 p.m. Eastern time.
On Dec. 21, 1945, U.S. Army
Gen. George S. Patton, 60, died in
Heidelberg, Germany, 12 days after
being seriously injured in a car accident.
In 1620, Pilgrims aboArizl the
Mayflower went ashore for the first
time at present-daY Plymouth, Massachusetts.
'In 1937, Walt Disney's first animated feature,"Snow White and the

Try simple solutions
to relieve dry mouth

Single woman hopes to break
pattern of dating abusive men

goodbye to the only source of reliable help they can find.
Thirty years ago
Murray State University graduate Ed Jeffrey has been promoted
from personnel director to executive director of administration for
Opryland showpark in Nashville,
Tennessee. Jeffrey is the son of Elizabeth Jeffrey and the late Glin Jeffrey and the brother of Robert Glin
Jeffrey and Rosemary Thurman, all
of Murray.
Pictured is Calloway County reserve center Jeff White as he shoots
over Murray High's Kelly Steely
and Mark West during the high
school rivalry game at MHS. White
scored 10 points coming off the
bench but Murray won the game in
overtime 67-59.
Shawn Parker and Mike Wilkins,
Murray High School seniors, have
been named members of the Prince
Boys All American Team as honorable mention. The two won the state
tennis doubles championship this
year.
Forty years ago
Sylvia Thomas was elected as
president of Murray Affiliate of National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists.
In high school basketball games,
Murray High School Tiger Boys
beat Symsonia and Calloway County Laker Boys and Calloway County Laker Girls beat Reidland. High
scorers were Raymond Sims for
MHS,David Williams for Calloway
boys and M. McKenzie for Calloway girls.
Fifty years ago
Landowners of Calloway County
planted 170 acres of trees last year
according to the U.S. Department of
Commerce.
Sixty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Thomas Outland will be married 50 years on
Dec. 27.

DON'T BE SHY, BUMSTEAD,
SHARE A FRESH THOUGHT
WITH THE GROUP!

OKAV...D10 ANVONE SEE THE
FINALS OF 'THE HOLIDAY
BAKING CHAMPIONSHIP' ON
THE FOOD NETWORK?

FAST FACTS

Dear Readers: Question:
What can you teach a young
learner with a bag of different-colored chocolate coated
candies?
I) Sort by color.
2) Count each color separately and add up to find a
total.
3) Guess the next color(s) in a sequence of colors.
Line them up,light to dark or by colors: yellow, orange,
red.
4) Which group has more? Less? How much more?
How much less?
5)Take away a color group and determine how many
are left.
Math can be fun if you make it so and start "playing"
with your children when they are young. -- Heloise

SECOND HAND

torc-

Dear Heloise: I should listen to my husband more.

He does have some great hints worth sharing.
Our clock in the bathroom recently stopped working,
and he was on a mission to find another one. He found
one but wasn't completely happy because it didn't have
a second hand.
My response: "That's no big deal. I don't use the second hand to determine time." That's when he proceeded to tell me that he didn't, either. He uses the second
hand to gage whether the clock is still working or not!
Who'da ttnanic? Molly in California
He did! Smart guy. -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
RECYCLING TUBS
Dear Readers: Here's a perfect hint for this time of
year: One of my Heloise Central worker bees saves different-size plastic tubs and lids. She washes and stores
them for "takeaway" goodies from a holiday gathering.
As her family gathers, there is a LOT of food prepared and shared. When it's cleanup time, the tubs are
used for take-home containers.
This is a great way to share those delicious leftovers,
and no one is left with too much food to eat or toss. The
tubs are being reused one more time, so it's a twofer
hint, I think. -- Heloise
CHANGE FOR A CAUSE
Dear Heloise: My husband and I have a large, plastic cookie container that stores our loose change. When
it's full, we count it. for tax purposes, and donate it to
our local women's shelter. Just a hint that I thought waS
worth sharing. -- Georgia H., Victoria, Texas
A very good HEART HINT. Loose change can quickly add up to a substantial amount of folding money! -Heloise
(c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords

DUSTIN

GIVE YOU
GOT A DOLLAR
FOR TI4E
TWENTY FAJC1(5
RED KETTLE?, FOR TOT SELL.

GARFIELD
THIS 51400LDW1
TAKE LONG

five
minutes
later:

'EANUTS;'
CHRISTMAS IS
ON TOP OF A
STEEP HILL I

ACROSS
1 Court sport, in slang
6 Breath fresheners
11 Finish
12 Conspicuous
13 Mexican mother
14 Turkey neighbor
15 Bud holder
17 Beagle or boxer
18 King's representatives
22 Lacking color
23 Painter Georges
27 Small porch
29 Unmanned flier
30 Nosebleed seats
32 Wind pointer
33 Buck Rogers, for one
35 Sleuth Spade
38 Scuffle
39 Student of Socrates
41 Fizzy drinks
45 Parting word
46 Vestige
47 Tennis star Rafael
48 English county
DOWN
1 Skirt edge
2 "Put — happy face"
3 Peculiar
4 Sellers of goods
5 Javelin
6 Sauntered
7 Vining plant
8 Uncool fellow
9 Duo plus one
10 Antlered animal
16 Sinking signal
18 Expansive

urray Let

19
20
21
24
25
26
28
31
34
35
36
37
40
42
43
44

Analogy words
Pork serving
Land measurers
Wander
Visitor to Siam
New driver, usually
High hit behind the
plate
Simple card game
Social group
Reach across
Alan of "M*A*S*H"
Hotel worker
Brewed beverage
German article
High card
Gender
1

2

3

4

ME ME EUEME
EOM/ MIME
OEMOD MOM=
DUD
OWE=
ME=
UUR
MEM WoPUDt1
IJUD oci
IMEOMOU EOM
EMOOMEE DUO
MOMMUM
MEMO E
MOUE E0000
MEMO U U
Saturday's answer

5

6

11

12
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14

19

1123
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141

45
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Staff Report

DONNIE PASCHALL / The Ledger & Times
ABOVE: Murray High's Natalie Hahs competes during the Murray High Invitational Saturday at the Murray State University
Wellness Center. BELOW: Murray High's Logan Dick jumps into the pool to swim the second leg of the 200 freestyle relay.
Dick teamed with Cyrus Nabavi, Lucas Wilson and Trent Lyons to win the event in 1 minute, 40.48 seconds.

MISsweepsfield
during home meet
Staff Report
The Murray High boys and
girls swimming teams won the
championships of their home
invitational Saturday at the Murray State University Wellness
Center.
The Tigers finished 18 points
ahead of runner-up Hopkinsville (96-78), while McCracken
County (61), Paducah Tilghman
(23), Marshall County (18),Calloway County (12) and Paducah
St. Mary (10) rounded out the
field.
The Lady Tigers ended up
21 points in front of McCracken County (95-74), while Hopkinsville (68), Marshall County
(32), Calloway County (eight),
Paducah Community Christian
(eight) and Paducah St. Mary
(five) also competed.
In the boys meet, Murray
High won five of 11 events with
Cryus Nabavi swimming to firstplace finishes in four races. He
won the 200 individual medley
(2 minutes, 5.86 seconds), took
the 100 backstroke (57.62 seconds) and was the Tigers' lead
swimmer in the 200 and 400
freestyle relays.
ond in the 100 breaststroke (27.52 seconds), while SiqueNabavi teamed with Logan (1:12.96) and fourth in the 50 iros and Wilson teamed with
Dick, Lucas Wilson and Trent freestyle (26.67 seconds) for Audrey Renick and Alicia Miller to place second in the 400
Lyons to capture the 200 free- Calloway County.
style relay in 1:40.48. Nabavi
In the girls meet, Murray freestyle relay (4:35.17).
Murray High came away
combined with Wilson, Lyons High won four races and placed
with five third-place perforand Will Shelton to win the 400 second in two more.
Megan Wilson took the mances from James (50 freefreestyle relay in 3:38.96.
Shelton was the champion of 100 backstroke in 1:08.13 for style, 27.83 seconds; 100 freethe 100 breaststroke in 1:08.08, the Lady Tigers, while Natalie style, 1:01.95), Gibson (100
while Cooper Houck was third Hahs claimed the 200 freestyle butterfly, 1:07.47), Hahs (500
in 2:08.12. Wilson and Hahs freestyle, 5:47.54) and Houck
in that race (1:14.89).
Lyons, Houck, Shelton and teamed with Zuzu Houck and (100 breaststroke, 1:19.04).
The Tigers and Lady Tigers
Dick were the runners-up for Kat James to win the 200 medswim at Bowling Green at 10
MHS in the 200 medley relay in ley relay in 2:02.97.
The other MHS victory a.m. Jan. 9.•
1:55.45.
Wilson added a third-place came when Houck and James
MURRAY TIGERS
effort in the 50 freestyle (26.38 combined with Celeste SiqueINVITATIONAL
Saturday's Resulb
seconds). Shelton swam third in iros and Abby Gibson to beState University Wellness Center
Murray
At
the 100 butterfly (1:01.74), while come the champions of the 200
BOYS
TEAM SCORES: 1 Murray High 96, 2. HopJung-Woo Hong finished third in freestyle relay (1:49.00).
kinsville 78, 3. McCracken County 61, 4. PaWilson became the run- ducah Tilghman 23, 5. Marshall County 18, 8.
the 500 freestyle (5:56.61).
Jorge Cambon placed sec- ner-up of the 50 freestyle Calloway County 12,7. Paducah St Mary 10.

PRINCETON — Calloway
County overcame long odds
Saturday to win the Armstrong
Invitational at Caldwell County
High School.
Missing two starters from
their lineup, the Lakers competed with only 10 wrestlers among
14 weight classes and gave up
24 points in forfeits during each
of five duals.
First-year CCHS head coach
Chris McWherter was pleasantly
surprised with the outcome.
"Had someone told me that
we would be missing (Jacob)
Kramer and (David) Woods and
still win the tournament,I would
have said it was unbelievable,"
McWherter said. "It just goes to
show how well those 10 guys
that we brought wrestled.The
whole team really united with an
against-all-odds mentality and
proved that they belong as one
of the top teams in the region,
most definitely."
Calloway County began pool
play against a periennially tough
Ravenwood,Tenn.,team.
With an overtime victory
from Jack Hanes (160 pounds)
and pins from six other Lakers,
the CCHS edged Ravenwood
39-37.

"Once we had the pools released to us last Wednesday, 1.
told the team that if we could,
beat Ravenwood we could mak;
the finals. That was operating.
with 12 guys," McWherter said.
"Going into it with 10 guys,I did.
not know how we would farei.
But our guys came out fired up
and on a mission. After that first
victory, I knew we were starting
a great day."
The Lakers won their next'
three duals in dominant fashion
defeating Paducah Tilghman 48-,
18, Owensboro High 48-36, and
McCracken County 45-17.
In the tournament finals, Cal,:
loway County faced a strongchallenge from St. Benedict'9
Academy of Auburndale,Tenn.
Trading blows from matchto-match, the Lakers found
themselves down 34-18 with,
just four bouts remaining.
Junior Colby Culver (220)
answered the call with a major
decision victory, earning foue
team points. Following Culver;'
senior David Clark (284) earned
his first technical fall and five•
team points in a 16-1 margin:
Seventh grader Keaton Elliott.
(106) stepped into action to facia
a sophomore opponent, giving
See Page 10,

GIRLS BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

Lady Tigers
drop first contest
on buzzer-beater
Staff Report

200 MEDLAY RELAY: 1. McCracken Canty,
1:53.58; 2. Murray High (Trent Lyons, Cooper
Houck, Wig Shelton, Logan Dick), 1:55.45,
200 FREEST(LE: 1. Justin Baker Nal,
1:57.86; 4. Ashkan liabevi (MHS), 2:10.88; 5.
Jung-Woo Hong (NHS), 2:11.95; 6. Lucas Wilson (MHS), 213.04.
200 INDPADIJAL MEDLEY: 1. Cyrus Iteb.215.86; 4. Cooper Houck (WHS),
al
2:33.53.
50 FREESTRE: 1 Jack Pitt (MCC), 23.70; 3.
Lucas Wilson (MHS), 26.38, 4. Jorge Gembon
(CC), 26.67,5. Logan Dick (MKS), 26.88.
100 BUTTERFLY. 1 Justin Baker (MCC),
59.13; 3. Will Shelton (MHS), 101.74.
100 FREESTYLE: 1. Jack Pitt (MCC), 53.77; 4.
Logan Dick (MHS), 1:0025.
500 FREESTYLE: 1. Ion Pitt (MCC), 5:15.47;
3. Jung-Woo Hong (MHS), 5:56.61; 5. Anew
Nabavi(MKS),6:09.67.
200 FREESTYLE RELAY: 1. Murray High (Cyrus
Nelsen, Logan Dick, Lucas Wilson, Trent Lyons),
1:40.48.
100 BACKSTROKE: 1. Cyrus Nabavi (NHS),
57.62; 4. Trent Lyons (MHS), 1:02.65; 6. Beau
Osborne (MHS), 109.59.
100 BREASTSTROKE: 1. Will Shelton (litHS),
1:08.08; 2. Jorge Cambon (CC), 1:12.96,3. Cooper Houck (MHS), 1:14.89.
400 FREESTYLE R,AY:1. Murray High (Cyrus
Naben, Lucas Wilson, Trent Lyons, Will Shodton), 3:38.96.

•See Page 10

LEXINGTON — It was a
tale of two games for the Murray High Lady Tigers at the
Traditional Bank Holiday Classic at Lexington Catholic High
School.
After having its way during
an 80-30 first-round victory
against Fern Creek on Saturday,
MHS saw its season opening
six-game winning streak broken
by Mason County in heartbreaking fashion 55-53 on Sunday.
With 15 seconds to go in a
tie ballgame, the Lady Royals
knocked down a buzzer-beating
15-foot shot to advance to today's quarterfinal round of the
tournament.
Mason's County's victory
cane as no surprise. The Lady
Royals have won their first eight
gamesthis season and advanced
to the final four of last year's
KHSAA Girls Basketball State
Tournament after winning the
Region 10 crown.
Still, Murray High head
coach Rechelle Turner didn't

hesitate to list off the differences:
that could have changed the owe,
come.
"We missed 10 of our 20 free'
throws, we had 17 turnovers,
and, yet, still had a chance in thy:
final seconds," Turner said."We:
came to this tournament for the
reason; to play the state's best
and, we went toe-to-toe with the
best. It went down to the wire
and we were right there. If w&
correct our mistakes, we will go
forward from this and, on the
biggest stage, it will show."
Maddie Waldrop played a
season-high 29 minutes in her
third game back from an ankle
injury, scoring 10 points and
collecting eight rebounds Sunday. Alexis Burpo stuffed the
stat sheets with 13 points and.
eight rebounds, Lex Mayes had
16 points and Brittany Lawsof
chipped in seven points whilr
filling in for Macey Turley, who:
limited to five points in 13 minutes because of foul trouble.
The Lady Tigers were limited
See Page 10

NCAA WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: NO. 10 FLORIDA STATE 101, MURRAY STATE 59
answer
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Staff Report
NO.10 FLORIDA STATE 101, MURRAY STATE 59
TALLAHASSEE.Ha. — No.
10 Florida State dominated the
final three quarters of a 101-59
non-conference win over Murray
State on Saturday.
The Racers (4-7) trailed by a
slim 18-17 deficit after 10 minutes before the Seminoles (9-2)
outscored MSU 83-42 during the
remaining 30 minutes. A 29-15
second-quarter run handed FSU
a 47-32 lead at halftime. Florida
State, which produced 23 of the
31 points in the third quarter to
take a 70-40 edge with 10 minutes left, held a 54-27 margin in
the second half.
Murray State attempted to
hang in the game by hitting 40
percent (16 of 40) from 3-point
range, but the Racers could only
manage 13 percent(2 of 15) inside the arc.
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The Seminoles shot 59.7 percent(43 of 72) overall and easily
won the rebounding battle 51-14.
A 17-2 advantage in offensive
rebounds allowed FSU to grab

a 27-0 edge in second-chance
points.
MSU's largest lead came 21
seconds into the game, when
LeAsia Wright's 3-pointer hand-

ed the Racers a 3-0 lead. She
finished with 21 points, aided by
a 6 of 12 effort from 3-point territory.
James, who
Ke'Shunan
scored a game-high 24 points to
lead Murray State,also made 6of
12 shots from 3-point land. The
24 points are the second-most by
an individual this season against
FSU.
Adut Bulgak and Shakayla
Thomas each generated 21 points
to lift Florida State, which also
received double-digit scoring
from Kai James(15)and Brittany
Brown (13). All-American Leticia Romero scored nine points,
had nine assists and grabbed seven rebounds for the Seminoles.
The Racers are idle until Dec.
30. when MSU hosts Lindenwold-Belleville in an exhibition
game at 5 pm.at the CFSB Center. III

JOHN NtISER / Special to The Ledger & limed
James holds the ball against nor;
Ke'Shunan
State's
Murray
Ida State's Ivey Slaughter during a non-conference game(
Saturday in Tallahassee, Fla. James scored a game-high 24,
points for the Racers
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Games
•
PREP BOYS BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
Murray Bank Christmas Classic Calloway
‘County vs Ballard County, at Murray High
7:45 p.m.
Murray Bank Christmas Classic Barren County
High
Murray
-et
PREP GIRLS BASKETBALL
3:15 p.m.
Traditional Bank Holiday Classic Murray High
vs South Warren. at Lexington Catholic
IJ
7:30 p.m.
Murray Bank Hardwood Tournament. McLean
County at Calloway County

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
• BIN - Sacred Heart at Northwestern
• C8SSN - Providence at UMass
ESPN2-Appalachian St at North Carolina
ESPNU - E. Kentucky at West Virginia
FS1 - Chicago St. at Marquette
8 p.m.
ESPN2- Pepperdine at Gonzaga
ESPNU - Oregon vs. Alabama at Birmingeparn, Ala.)
• FS1 - North Texas at Creighton
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
1:30 p.m.
ESPN - Miami Beach Bowl, South Florida vs.
NV. Kentucky, at Miami
NBA
6:30 p.m.
I; NBA-Minnesota at Boston
9:30 pm.
NSA-Oldahoma City at L.A. Clippers
NR
7:15 pm.
ESPN-Detroit at New Orleans

•

PRO FOOTBALL

NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Pet
y-New England
12 2 0 .857
N.Y. Jets
9 5 0 .643
Buffalo
6 8 0 .429
ami
5 9 0 .357
North
W IT
Pct
Cincinnati
11 3 0 .786
ttsburgh
9 5 0 .643
410 0 .286
timore
eveland
3 11 0 .214
South
W IT
Pct
ston
7 7 0 .500
•ianapolis
6 8 0 .429
cksonville
5 9 0 .357
3 11 0 .214
nessee
West
W L T
Pct
ver
10 4 0 .714
sas City
9 5 0 .643
land
6 8 0 .429
Diego
4 10 0 .286
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Pct
hington
7 7 0 500
iladelphia
429
6 8 0
Y. Giants
68 0 429
las
410 0
286
North,

PP
435
344
341
278

PA
269
272
336
361

PP
378
378
292
253

PA
243
287
360
387

PP
275
285
343
269

PA
301
372
380
359

PP
308
365
319
280

PA
259
257
356
348

PP
316
318
373
246

PA
332
362
358
324

State Anita
+ns,

W L T
Pet
10 4 0 .714
9 5 0 .643
5 9 0 .357
4 9 0 .308
South
W L T
Pet
W LT
Pet
y-Carolina
14 0 0 LOCO
Atlanta
7 7 0 .500
Tampa Bay
6 8 0 .429
New Orleans
5 8 0 .385
West
W IT
Pet
y-Anzona
12 2 0 .857
a -Seattle
9 5 0 .643
St Louis
6 8 0 .429
San Francisco
410 0 .286
a-clinched playoff spot
y -clinched division
WEEK 15
Thursday's Result
St. Louis 31, Tampa Bay 23
Today's Game
N.Y. Jets 19, Dallas 16
Sunday's Results
Minnesota 38, Chicago 17
Atlanta 23, Jacksonville 17
Houston 16, Indianapolis 10
Carolina 38, N.Y Giants 35
New England 33, Tennessee 16
Washington 35, Buffalo 25
Kansas City 34, Baltimore 14
Seattle 30, Cleveland 13
Green Bay 30, Oakland 20
San Diego 30, Miami 14
Cincinnati 24, San Francisco 14
Pittsburgh 34, Denver 27
Arizona 40. Philadelphia 17
Today's Game
Detroit at New Orleans, 7:30 p.m.
x-Green Bay
Minnesota
Chicago
Detroit

PP
347
296
289
267

PA
265
272
352
336

PP
PP
449
302
311
323

PA
PA
278
312
353
397

PP
445
370
241
202

PA
269
248
294
339

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
2015-16 BOWLS
(Sub)ect to Change)
Saturday's Results
Celebration Bowl
Atlanta
NC MT 41, Alcorn State 34
New Mexico Bowl
Albuquerque
Arizona 45, New Mexico 37
Las Vegas Bowl
Utah 35,BYU 28
Camelia Bowl
Montgomery, Ala.
Appalachian State 31, Ohio 29
Cure Baal
Orlando, Fla.
San Jose State 27. Georgia State 16
New Orleans Bowl
Louisiana Tech 47, Arkansas State 28
Today's Game
Miami Beach Bowl
South Florida (8-4) vs. Western Kentucky
(19-2), 1:30 p.m.(ESPN)
Tuesday's Games
Famous Idaho'Potato Bowl
Woise
Akron.(7-5) vs. Utah State (6-6), 2:30 p.m.
(ESPN)
Boca Raton (Pa.) Bowl
Temple (10-3) vs. Toledo (9-2),6 p.m.(ESPN)
Wednesday's Games
Poinsettia Bowl
San Diego
Northern Illinois (8-5) vs. Boise State (8-4),
3:30 p.m.(ESPN)
GoDaddy Bowl
Mobile, Ala.

Bowling Green (10-3) vs Georgia Southern
)8-3L7 p.m.(ESPN)
Thursday's Games
Bahamas Bowl
Nassau
Middle Tennessee (7-5) vs Western Michigan
(7-5), 11 am.(ESPN)
Hawaii Bowl
Nenolido
Cincinnati (7-5) vs. San Diego State (10-3),
7 p.m.(ESPN)
Dec. 26 GYROS
St Malmberg (Re.) Bowl
Marshall (9-3) at UConn (6-6), 10 a.m.(ESN)
Sun Bowl
El Paso,Texas
Miami (8-4) vs. Washington State(8-4 1
(COS)
Heart oil Dallas Bowl
Washington (6-6) vs Southern Mississippi
(9-4),2:20 p.m.(ESE%)
Pinstripe Bowl
Bronx, N.Y.
Duke (7-5) vs. Indiana (6-61. 230 p.m (ABC)
Independence Bawl
Shreveport, La.
ihrginia Tech (6-6) vs. Tulsa (6-6), 445 p.m
(ESPN)
Foster Farms Bowl
Santa Clara, Cab.
Nebraska (5-7) vs. UCLA (8-4), 8.15 p.m.
(ESPN)
Dec.28 Games
litillary Bowl
Masada*, Mt
Navy (9-2) vs. Pittsburgh (8-4), 1:30 p.m.
(ESPN)
Quick Lane Bowl
Ostroff
Central Michigan (7-5) vs. Minnesota (5-7),
4 p.m.(ESPN2)
Dec. 29 Games
Armed Forces Bowl
Fort Worth, Texas
Air Force (8-5) vs. California (7-5), 1 p.m.
(ESPN)
Russell Albs& Bowl
Orlando, Eta.
North Carolina (11-2) vs. Baylor (9-3), 4:30
p.m.(ESPN)
kizona Bowl
Tucson
Nevada (6-6) vs. Colorado State (7-5), 6:30
P.m.(IBA)
Texas Bowl
Houstori
Texas Tech (7-5) vs. LSU (8-3),8 p.m.(ESPN)
Dec. 30 Games
Birmingham (Ala.) Bowl
Auburn (6-6) vs. Memphis (9-3), 11 a.m.
(ESPN)
Belk Bowl
Charlotte, N.C.
NC State (7-5) vs Mississippi St (8-4), 2:30
p.m.(ESN)
Music City Bowl
Nashville, Tenn.
Louisville (7-5) vs. Texas MM (8-4), 6 p.m.
(ESPN)
Holiday Bowl
San Diego
Wisconsin (9-3) vs. Southern Cal (8-5). 9:30
p.m.(ESPN)
Dec. 31 Games
Peach Bowl
Atlanta
Houston (12-1) vs Florida State (10-2), 11 a.m.
(ESPN)
Orange Bowl

Playoff SemNbal
Miami Gardsia, Re.
Clemson (13-0) vs. Oklahoma (11-1), 3 p.m
(ESN)
Cotton Bowl Classic
Seadbial
Arington,Texas
Alabama (12-1) vs. Michigan State (12-1),
7 p.m (ESPN)
Jan. 1 Seines
Outback Bowl
Tampa, Eta.
Northwestern (10-2) vs. Tennessee (8-4), 11
m (ESPN2)
Citrus Bowl
°donde Fla.
Michigan (9-3) vs. Florida (10-3), 12 p.m.(ABC)
Fiesta Bowl
Giondab, Ariz.
Notre Dana (10-2) vs. Ohio State (11-1), 12
P.m.(ESN)
Rose Bowl
Pasadena, Cab.
Iowa (12-1) vs. Stanford (11-2), 4 p.m. )ESPN)
Sugar Bowl
New Orleans
Oklahoma State (10-2) vs. Mississippi (9-3),
730 p.m.(ESPN)
Jan.2 Games
TaxSiayer Bowl
Jacksonville, Eta.
Penn St (7-5) vs. Georgia (9-3),11 am.(ESPN)
Bowl
Menhh,Tenn.
Kansas St (6-6) vs. Arkansas (7-5), 2:20 p.m.
(ESPN)
Alamo Bowl
San Antonio
Oregon (9-3) vs. ICU (10-2), 5:45 p.m.(ESN)
Cactus Bowl
Phoenix
West Virginia(7-5) vs. Arizona State (6-6),9-15
p.m.(ESN)
Jan. 11 Game
College Football Championship Game
Glendale, Artz.
Orange Bowl winner vs. Cotton Bowl winner,
7 30 p.m.(ESPN)
FCS PLAYOFFS
Friday's Result
North Dakota State 33, Richmond 7
Saturday's Mean
Jacksonville State 62, Sam Houston State 10
Championship
Jan.9 Game
11 a.m.
At Toyota Stadium
MSC°,Texas
North Dakota State (12-2) vs. Jacksonville
State (13-1)

HOCKEY
NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L OT Pts
Montreal
20 11 3 43
Boston
1994 42
Detroit
17 9 7 41
Florida
18 12 4 40
Ottawa
17 12 5 39
Tampa Bay
17 14 3 37
14 16 4 32
Buffalo
11 13 7 29
Toronto
Metropolitan Division
W I OT PM
Washington
24 6 2 50
N.Y. Rangers
19 12 4 42

GE
103
104
86
93
104
86
79
77
103
101

From Page 9

Submitted photo
Oche Calloway County High School wrestling team poses for a picture with its team championhip trophy after winning the Armstrong Duals on Saturday at Caldwell County High School in
rinceton.
mated the match, never allowing
Jenkins an opportunity to score
From Page 9
during a 6-0 decision to give the
Lakers a 36-34 victory and the
'up 15 pounds. Elliott pinned his tournament championship.
foe in the second period to bring
"I could not be more hapthe Lakers within one point of py and proud for this team,"
St. Benedict's with one match McWherter said. "We faced an
left.
• uphill climb all day and we nev, In the final match of the tour- er quit, never surrendered and
-tnament, Callowa County soph- never backed down. The margin
Omore Nick Dickerson faced for error was razor thin and our
returning state placer Trace Jen- guys stepped up and answered
kins. Dickerson physically dom- the challenge. Our guys went a
-

•Lakers...

I

combined 40-8 on the day.It was
an awesome."
The Lakers return to action
after Christmas at the Christian
County invitational on Dec. 30.

to only four 3-point attempts.
"We just didn't get the
things done we needed to get
done. You have to do the little
things in games like these,"
Turner said. "We knew taking
care of the basketball would
be crucial and points would be
hard to come by. You just can't
have 17 turnovers. We'll learn
from this and move on to our
matchup today."
Murray High has an immediate chance to bounce back
and keep its tournament hopes
alive against in a consolation
bracket game against South
Warren at 4:15 p.m. today.
In the win against Fern
Creek on Saturday,the Lady Tigers were hot from behind the
arc and at the foul-line, making
8 of 13 3-pointers and 16 of 18
free throws.
Four MHS players finished
in double figures, including
Waldrop, who had 15 points
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Houston 107, LA. Clippers 97
NEVEM CONFERENCE
Wider,Results
Casa. Miles
Marra 116, Portland 109
W L OT Pis GE GA
Minnesota 100, Brooklyn 86
24 7 2 50 114 85
Cleveland 106, Philadelphia 86
St
▪ Louis
20 10 4 44 67 81
Milwaukee 101, Phoenix 95
Choy
20 11 4 44 96 63
Sacramento 104, Toronto IM
PAInnimolle
17 8 6 40 06 73
Atlanta 103, Orlando 100
Nashville
16 11 6 38 86 86
New Orleans 130, Denver 125
Colorado
17 16 1 36 95 90
Wimipeg
15 15 2 32 90 V
sacrament,at washinmon,
11.6111
Pad& Meisel
Nemsesia at"Mon,6:30 Pm(
W L OT Pt; liF GA
Maio at Now WM 6:30 R-mLos Angeles
20 10 2 42 81 71
San Joao
16 15 2 34 IN 91 =
ill
ot°111°.
110
111111011.7
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Vancouver
12 14 9 33 89 102
Palma at Nil*7 pm.
Arizona
15 15 2 32 87 102
lidoma
Nimmbid
ellisi
utsk
eitailK
s p.m 730 Pm.
Calgary
15 16 2 32 87 112
Edmonton
14 18 2 30 08 105
Oklahoma City at LA Clippers,9.30 p.m.
Anaheim
12 14 5 29 58 77
NOTE: Thro points for a win, one print for oniftime loss.
Results
PP 10P28 FARED
Chicago 3, BufbloSatirr
Sunday's Results
Columbus 3, Philadelphia 2,S0
Slats
(12-0) did not gay Next at
1.
Michigan
St Llilait 3, Glary 2
Oakland,
Tuesday.
Toronto 5,105 Angeles 0
2. Kansas(9-1) did not play. Next at Sin Cargo
Anaheim 2, New Jersey 1
State, Theaday.
Carolina 2,PRbburgh 1
3. Oklahoma u-o, did not gay. Next at WashDallas 6, Montreal 2
ington State, Meadow.
Nashville 2, Minnesota 2
4.
Kendal(9-2) did not play. Next vs. No. 19
Arizona 1, N.T. islander'0
Louisville, Saturday.
Colorado 5, Edroontoe 1
5. Iowa Stale (9-1) did not play Next at No. 23
Sueilers Results
Cincinnati, Tube*.
Florida 5, Vancouver 4,50
6. Maryland (10-1) did not play. Next vs. MarBoston 2, New Jersey 1,50
sh*,Sundry. •
Tampa Bay 5, Ottawa 2
7. Duke (9-2) did not piny. Next vs. Ban, MonDetroit 4,dam 2
day Dec. 28
=Kam 7, N.Y. liantrs
3
3
larginia (9-1) did not play. Next vs. Gildrna.
ti.uiday.
Sen Jose
Today's Games
9. Purdue (11-1) did not play. Next vs. VanderAnaheim at N.Y Islanders, 6 p.m.
bilt, Tuesday
St Louis at Philadelphia,6 p.m.
10. Xavier (11-0) did not play. Next at Wake
Coiumbuitat Pittsburgh,6 p.m.
Forest Tuesday.
Washingtoa at Carolina, 6 p.m.
11,
North Carolina (9-2) dkl not play Next vs.
Montreal at Nashville, 7 p.m.
Appalachian State, Monday.
Dallas at Minnesota, 7 P.m.
12. Villanova (8-2) did not play. Next vs. DelToronto at Colorado, 8 p.m.
aware Tuesday
Winnipeg at Fronton,8 p.m.
13. Arizona (11-1) did not play. Neirt vs. Long
Beach State, Tuesday.
14. Providence (11-1) did not play. Next at
NSA
UMass, Monday.
EASTI3VI C011fBIENCE
T 15,y
.jaMlartHi (9-1) did not play. Next at La Salle.
Atlantic Divielon
W
L
Pct
16. Baylor (8-2) did not play. Next vs. New
Toronto
17
12 .586
Mexico State, Wednesday.
Boston
14
13 .519
17. Butler (9-1) did not play. Next vs. Southern
New York
14
14 .500
Utah, Tuesday.
Brooklyn
7
20 .259
18.:4
. U (9-0) dio not play. Next vs. Kent State,
Philadelphia
1
28 .034
Tuesday
Scattiest Division
19. Louisville (9-1) did not pity. Next vs.
W
L
Pet
UMKC, Tuesday.
Miami
16
10 .615
20. West Virginia (9-1) did not play. Next vs.
Atlanta
17
12 .586
Eastern
Kentucky, Monday.
Charlotte
15
11
.577
21. George Washington (10-1) did not (Say.
Orlando
15
12 .556
DePaui,
Tuesday
Next
at
Washington
11
14 .440
22. UCLA (8-4) did not play. Next vs. Mcileese
Central Division
State,Tuesday.
W
L
Pet
23. Cincinnati (10-2) did not play. Next vs. No.
Cleveland
18
7 .720
5
Iowa State, Tuesday.
Indiana
16
10 .615
24. Texas AMA (9-2) did not play Next: vs. Cal
Chicago
15
10 .600
Poly,Tuesday, Dec. 29.
Detroit
16
12 .571
25. UConn (7-3) beat UMass-Lowell 88-79.
Milwaukee
11
18 .379
Next vs. CCSU, Wednesday.
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L
Pct
DEC. 21
San Antonio
23
5 .821
Dallas
1941 -The Chicago Bears win the NFL cham15
12 .556
Memphis
pionship
with
a
37-9
rout of the New York Giants.
15
14 .517
1975-The Buffalo Sabres score eight goals
Houston
14
14 .500
In the third period of a 14-2 victory over the
New Orleans
8
19 .296
Northwest Division
Washington Capitals.
1981 - Doug Schioerner's 15-foot iump shot
W
L
Pot
with a second remaining in the seventh overtime
Oklahoma City
18
9 .667
Utah
gives Cincinnati a 75-73 victory over Bradley.
14 .440
Denver
11
The seven overtimes set an hiCAA record
16
.407
Minnesota
11
16 .407
2008- Detroit becomes the first 0-15 team
Portland
11
when it's routed 42-7 by the New Orleans Saints.
18 .379
Pacific Division
The Lions also break NFL, records by being outW
scored by a combined 176 points at home and by
L
Pet se
Golden State
TA
an average of 22 points.
1
.963
LA. Dippers
16
12 .571 1014
2013- Jared Roberts makes a 41-yard field
Phoenix
12
17 .414
15
goal as time expires and Colorado State overSacramento
11
16 .407
15
comes a 22-point deficit to beat Washington
LA. Lakers
4
23 .148
State 48-45 in the New Mexico Bowl.
22

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

PRO BASKETBALL

SPORTS HISTORY

and •fitie lebeltdt; mots'and 'Lady Lakers by scoring -12
Lawso4, Whto finished with 14 points and c011ecting five repoints apiece; and Turley con- bounds. Chasity Ross added 12
tributed 10 points.
points on 3 of 3 shooting with
Lawson was aided by four six rebounds,Alicia Hombuck3-point baskets.
le chipped in 12 points, while
Attie Fritts returned to the team
Calloway County wins
to post seven points and a teamsecond straight game
high 10 rebounds.
HOPKINSVTLLE - After
After starting the first portaking one of its toughest loss- tion of the season losing their
es at home against University first five games, the Lady LakHeights on Dec. 12, Calloway ers have won their last two.
County avenged that defeat by
CCHS will go for three
securing a convincing 47-34 straight wins when it hosts
win over Lady Blazers on Sat- McLean County in the Murray
urday at the Toyota of Hopkins- Bank Hardwood Tournament at
ville Classic.
7:30 p.m. today.II
Charlee Settle topped all

READ US ONLINE:
vvww.murrayledger.com

ARMSTRONG DUALS
Saturday's Results
At Caldwell County High School
Calloway County Individual Records
Keaton Elliott 4-1, two pins; Nick Dickerson
5-0,two pins; Scott Rottman 5-0, three pins; Jacob Bellah 5-0, three pins; Jack Hanes 5-0, four
pins; Mario Perez 4-1, two pins; Tyler Barnard
2-2; Josh Effinger 1-3,one pin; Colby Culver 4-1,
three pins; David Clark 5-0, three pins, technical
fall.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
27o.753.9999 • www.sbgpropert
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

ACT NOW
From Page 9
GIRLS
TEAM SCORES: 1. Murray High 95,2. McCracken County 74, 3. Hopkinsville 68, 4. Marshall
County 32, 5. (tie) Calloway County and Paducah
Community Christian 8, 7. Paducah St. Mary 5.
200 MEDLEY RELAY: 1. Murray High (Megan
Wilson, Natalie Hahs, Zuzu Hood, Kat James).
2:02.97; 5. Calloway County (Katie Allen, Laken
Britten, Samantha Radomski, Alex Workman),
2:22.31.
200 FREESTYLE: 1. Natalie Hate (MH5),
2:08.12; 4. Celeste Siqueiros (NHS). 218.99; 6.
Audrey Renick (MHS), 2:27,67.
200 INDAADUAL wry ry: 1. Michaela Langhi
(H), 2:24.88.
50 FREESTYLE. 1. Peyton Patel (PT), 27.04; 2.
Megan Wilson (MHS). 27.52:3. Pat James(MHS),
27.83: 5. Alicia Miller (MHS), 28.58; 6. Gwynie
Gesler (CC), 30.11.
100 BUTTERFLY: 1. Michaeia Langhi (H),
IL
:04.313; 3. Abby Gibson (NHS), 107.47; 4. MeWon(MHS), 1:0765.
100 FREESTYLE: 1. Peyton Patel (PT), 1:00.37;
Bat James (NHS), 101.95: 6. Galfrie Gesler
1:09.53.
500 FREESTYLE. 1. McCall Hutcheson (PT).
88; 3. Natalie Hafts MHS), 547.54, 5. CeSiclueiros (MHS), 6:27.39.
200 FREESTYLE RELAY: 1 Murray High (Zuzu
Houck, Cefeste Siqueiros. Abby Gibson, Nat
James), 1:49.00 4. Calloway County (Samantha
Redonski, Gwynie Gester. Alex Workman, Katie
Allen), 2:06.64.
100 BACKSTROKE: 1. Megan Wilson (litiS),
1:08.13; 4. Abby Gibson (MHS), 109.25.
100 BREASTSTROKE: 1. Lauren tanghl (H),
1:16.18; 3. Zuzu Houck (MHS), 1:19.04; 4. Megan
Wilson (MIS), 1:20.93.
400 FSTY1.1 RELAY: 1.McCracken County, 4 1052, 2 Murray High (Celeste Siqueiros,
Audrey Renick, Megan Wilson, Alicia Miller),
43517

19
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SPECIAL OFFERS INCLUDE:

FREE PREMIUM CHANNELS
for 3 months
MOVIE
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awkway.

905 GLENDALE RD. I MURRAY, KY 1 270-759-1555

Schedule a tour, select
an apartment 6.sign a
lease before Dec. 23rd
6.get half offyour
basic rentfor the
months ofJan.

WWW.BROOKDALE.COM
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BOYS BASKETBALL:
CALLOWAY CO. 59,TODD CO. CENTRAL 46

NFL: NEW ENGLAND 33,TENNESSEE 16
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DONNIE PASCHALL / The Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Jeremy Darnell attempts a shot over a Todd
County Central defender Saturday at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

FOXBOROUGH,
Mass.
— The New England Patriots
know they'll get a first-round
bye in playoffs.
The Tennessee Titans' future
is even more in doubt.
Tom. Brady threw for two
touchdowns to help the Patriots hold onto the top spot in the
AFC, beating Tennessee 33-16
on Sunday after knocking Titans quarterback Marcus Mariota out with a knee injury.
The 2014 Heisman Trophy
winner and the No. 2 overall
pick in this year's draft, Mariota
left the game and did not return
after being sacked to stop consecutive second-quarter possessions. He said after the game he
could have returned, but agreed
with interim coach Mike Mularkey that it wasn't worth the
risk.
"I wanted to go in right
away," Mariota said, adding
that he deferred to the wishes
of the training staff. "I don't expect to be out for the rest of the
year."
The Patriots (12-2) clinched
a first-round bye in the postseason when Denver lost to Pittsburgh later Sunday. New En-

gland could clinch home-field ed their sixth straight season son, with coach Ken Whisenthroughout the playoffs with with at least 12 wins.
hunt fired midway through the
one more win, either next week
"Twelve wins, that's on the season, the only thing left for
at the Jets or the final weekend right track here," coach Bill Be- the Titans is to get Mariota
at Miami.
lichick said.
some experience — and add
Brady completed 23 of 35
Rob Gronkowski caught a a high draft pick such as Ohio
s-col for 267 yards for New 5-yard touchdown pass, and State defensive lineman Joey
England. James White caught Akiem Hicks fell on the ball in Bosa to the roster. Mariota has
seven passes for 71 yards, in- the end zone after Jamie Col- already missed two games this
cluding a 30-yard catch-and-run lins' strip-sacked Mariota for season with a left knee injury.
touchdown, and Keshawn Mar- New England's other TD.
"We discussed bringing him
tin had a 75-yard kickoff return
The rookie quarterback was back in," Malarkey said. "I'd
to set up another score.
sacked to end the next drive, rather err on the side of cauWhite was filling in at No. too. Zach Mettenberger re- tion."
1 running back, a job that had placed him and completed 20
Brady took the Patriots 79
been held by Dion Lewis and of 28 passes for 242 yards, two yards on their first possession,
LeGarrette Blount before they touchdowns — both to Delanie connecting with Gronkowski
both sustained season-ending Walker — and two intercep- from 5 yards to make it 7-0.
injuries. The big Patriots loss- tions.
They made it 14-0 when Chanes on Sunday were linebacker
Walker had a 7-yard catch dler Jones strip-sacked MariDont'a Hightower (knee), re- in the third quarter and then a ota at the Tennessee 17; Hicks
ceiver Danny Amendola (knee) 57-yard rumble down the right chased the ball and knocked it
and safety Patrick Chung (hip). sideline with 7 minutes left in into the end zone before falling
All three left the game and the game. Ryan Succop missed on it for the touchdown.
did not return. No information the extra point, leaving Titans
Tennessee's drive stalled
about their conditions was im- (3-11) with a 27-16 deficit.
again, but Danny Amendola
mediately available.
But Brady led the Patri- fumbled the punt and the Titans
"Guys are going out and ots to the Tennessee 23, and took over at the New England
guys are coming in," Brady Stephen Gostkowski put one 26. Unable to move — and
said. "You're just trying to do through off the upright to make again giving up a third-down
what you can to be productive." it a two-touchdown game. After sack of Mariota — they setThe Patriots have won two Collins intercepted Mettenberg- tled for a 49-yard field goal by
in a row since stumbling to er and ran it back 51 yards to the Succop that helped them avoid
consecutive losses — their first Titans 16, Gostkowski added the fate of their previous trip to
two-game losing streak since another field goal.
New England, a 59-0 shutout in
2012. Instead,they have recordAlready mired in a lost sea- 2009.
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Lakers use late
push to defeat
Rebels at home
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
Everyone knew coming into
this season that the Calloway
County Lakers would not resemble the team they had a year ago.
Terry Birdsong has coached
this CCHS team as hard as any
group in the past, through every
possession, every shot and every
dribble. On Saturday afternoon,
the Lakers showed promising
progress.
Peyton Johnson racked up
another double-double with 17
points and 10 rebounds, Kamden Price led all scorers with
18 points and Jeremy Darnell
chipped in 12 points as Calloway County overpowered Todd
County Central late 59-46 to
move to .500 at 3-3 this season.
For the Lakers, who play
Ballard Memorial in the Murray
Bank Christmas Classic at 6 p.m.
today at Murray High, it was all
about two things: Competing and
sending a message.
"We just wanted to play well
and we wanted to compete. You
know you can sit over there and
not say much, but if you have
kids who won't push themselves
out of their comfort zones, you
have to coach them," Birdsong
said."Sometimes it involves negativity, yelling,encouraging with
a loud voice. We have a team of
great guys. Anybody on our roster. I'd trust with anything I have,
but as a unit we don't have good
motors. It's a work in progress.
either we accept it or we start demanding more. We coached them
hard today.
"Michael Jordan said it best.
The best coaches he ever had are
the ones who pushed them out of
his comfort zone. We knew we
would have to push our guys and
that's what we did. We couldn't
have made those runs two weeks
ago that we made today."
Forcing six Rebel turnovers
in the first quarter, the Lakers
took advantage in transition with
crisp and articulate ball movement, jumping out to an early
14-9 lead after Darnell's 3 beat
the first-quarter buzzer. Aaron
Dawson also provided a boost,
scoring all five of his points in
the initial frame.
Johnson kept his high-percentage shooting going in the
second quarter, nailing his first
of four 3-pointer's to cap a 9-0
Lakers run before Nolan Barrow
sliced inside for a basket to keep
Todd County Central's deficit
manageable at 19-13.
Though the lead was trimmed
to five by halftime, Calloway
County seemed in control in most
facets. After the first half saw 18
free-throw attempts, the second
half was drawn out even more
with 25 combined free throw attemots. The Lakers only went 7

of 14 at the free-throw line, but
they needed every one of them.
Price's 3 from the top of the
key gave CCHS its largest lead
at 10 before the Rebels' Jeramiah Sims (seven points, seven rebounds) converted a pair of free
throws to stop the bleeding.
During the next 5 minutes,
both teams traded baskets, with
neither wavering. Holding a
37-30 lead with 1:13 remaining
in the third quarter, the Ulcers
reeled off a 7-0 run to take a
I4-point lead heading into the
final frame.
Though senior Greyson Burgess was limited on the stat
sheet, his defensive presence in
the final period sparked Calloway's success when they needed
it most.
"He plays hard all the time
and he competes hard all the
time. He's not one of those inconsistent motors we talked
about. His motor is huge .and
he's going to have a big role all
the time," Birdsong said. "He's
one of our better defenders. We
challenged him and he was a big
turning point in our success on
the defensive end."
After playing the first 24 minutes to its pace, the Lakers' defense seemed non-existent in the
first few minutes of the fourth
quarter. Todd County Central
turned the game around in just
three plays, scoring nine unanswered points to cut the deficit to
44-39.
One Calloway County timeout later, the Lakers took back
their momentum.
After trying to make up the
remaining deficit in a hurry, the
Rebels' tactics proved costly,
missing three straight 3-point
attempts. On the other hand, the
Lakers made their next three
3-point shots to solidify their victory. Johnson's corner 3 iced the
Rebels' run before Darnell and
Price nailed crucial 3's to skyrocket the lead to 16 in the final
3:20, when CCHS controlled the
game the rest of the way from the
foul line.
"After that 9-0 run, I thought
we were giving too much space
to the opponent. When we closed
the gap and penetrated at the right
time on the other end, the game
became ours," Birdsong said.
"Saturday) was our sixth game
and, in the other five games, we
wanted to make sure we did better out of the gate. It seems like
we're down 8-2 or 10-3 before
we even got started the first five
games. We focused on fixing that
today.
"When we made that 11-0 run,
we limited them to one shot the
rest of the way out. They rushed
some shots but we secured the
rebounds to close out. It was a
game of runs. We had ours and
they had theirs." II

f you don't see the vehicle with the equipment
or color you are looking for, let us know.
WE US 24 HOURS AND WE WILL TRY TO FIND IT FOR YOU.
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701 Main St.• Murray • 270-753-5273 • Mon-F

Health Insurance
Open Enrollment
Overwhelmed?
Losing Coverage? Questions?
No extra expense with using an agent.

Call Marilyn or Payton today at 270-753-4199
Providing answersfor over 50 years.

M

INSURANCE AGENCY
Guidance Today for Tomorrow's Needs

518 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-455-4199
www.McConnellInsurance.com
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